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Covey gives advice on leadership
The last endowment Covey
spoke on is independence.
“You can swim up stream
against powerful forces.
Cultural, genetic, and environmental forces that will take
you down stream. You have the
choice to exercise your willpower,” Covey said.
During his speech, Covey
showed a short clip explaining certain aspects of the seven
habits. In the video he said,
“You have the power to choose
if you are miserable or not. We
have the power and freedom to
choose, to create our own weather each day. Each of us makes
our own weather and determines
the color of the skies of the emotional universe that it inhabits.”
Stressing the ability people
have to choose, Covey goes on to
say more people are products of
conditions of life, not products
of individual decisions.
The second habit Covey discusses is “beginning with the
end in mind” and intertwines
with the third habit, “putting
first things first”.
“You decide what things are
really important to you, you
don’t let circumstances decide
that, you decide, then organize
your life around those priorities,” he said. “ Learn to develop
a system that drives you. A system that you feel inspired to, but
is not urgent. The key is to spend
your life with important, but not
urgent things.”
He said the importance of the
fifth habit is more about other
people than yourself.
“Seek first to understand, then
to be understood” is a habit
Covey said helps individuals to
produce alternative solutions to
problems as well as enables creativity and respect.
“People do not genuinely,
empathically listen to each
other, this needs to change to

By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor

Helping students realize
being a leader is possible, world
renowned teacher and author
Stephen Covey spoke to students
Thursday about leadership as
a part of Utah State’s Business
Week.
Covey is the first incumbent of the Jon M. Huntsman
Presidential Chair in Leadership,
as well as the author of the book
“7 Habits of Highly Effective
People.” Douglas Anderson,
dean and professor of the Jon M.
Huntsman School of Business
said, “this is a great chance for
everyone to learn from one of
the world’s true authorities on
leadership.”
Even though Covey’s main
focus is research and writing,
Anderson said he is very much
committed to the education and
development of USU students,
“not just those studying business.”
Anderson said leadership is
something for everyone, not just
for “one big brain at the top of
an organization.”
“I hope students come away
- See HERRIMAN, page 4
from the experience with Dr.
Covey knowing they, too, can
be leaders within their circle of
influence,” Anderson said. “Dr.
Covey will teach principles that
will help you become a better
leader, if you apply them. We
can all benefit from that.”
Covey spoke on the seven habBy ARIANNA REESE
its he talks about his book, startstaff writer
ing with the first: be proactive.
He said we as humans have four
The bison of south-central Utah’s
endowments that animals don’t
Henry Mountains will be tracked
possess. The first, humans are
using GPS for the first time this
self aware. Second, humans have
winter as a team of USU wildlife
biologists and researchers begin an a conscience. Third is imaginaextensive study of herd population. tion. He said this gives us a
The study will focus on the conflict chance to decide what is truly
between livestock grazing and intrud- important and meaningful.
ing wildlife.
“Imagination helps us align
Transplanted from Yellowstone
our lives and activities and helps
in 1941, the Henry Mountain herd
STEPHEN COVEY SPEAKS TO students as a part of Business Week on Thursday in the
us be in harmony with our pur- See HABITS, page 4
is one of the largest free-roaming
Performance Hall. photo courtesy HUNTSMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
pose,” Covey said.
bison herds in the United States and
has traversed the dry, isolated range
for dozens of years along with deer
and other animals. According to Ted
Winder of the Capitol Reef Visitor and
Information Office, the climate and
elevation of the range, with its highest
People fear checking a book out with a person at the circulation desk, so they
peaks reaching 11,000 feet, provide a By KEITH BURBANK
tear
a page out, Read said. She said the auto-checkout system in the library seems
suitable environment for the animals. staff writer
to
be
reducing that.
The bison do not always stay at
“We get tired of replacing books.”
Simply put, “we don’t ban books,” said Betty Rozum, associate dean for
these higher elevations, however, creAll three women said they thought students’ exposure to ideas contrary to how
ating problems with cattle herds that Technical Services, about National Banned Books Week, Sept. 25 through Oct. 2.
they
were raised is a good thing.
Essentially,
when
the
library
at
Utah
State
buys
a
book,
the
library
says,
“here
it
also roam across the range.
“It
can help you defend your viewpoint,” Schockmel said.
is,”
Rozum
said.
“Conflicts arise when some bison
Read said there is great irony surrounding the Harry Potter books. The books
The library does take steps to warn people that may be offended by a title,
remain in the lower elevations and
are the most banned books of all time, yet the books get credit for motivating kids
consume cattle winter forage on allot- though, said Vicki Read, head of patron services. For example, the library will
to read more than any other books.
put
a
sign
saying
the
material
is
intended
for
mature
audiences.
This
way
parents
ments leased from the BLM (Bureau
“Sometimes people have the best of intentions,” Schockmel said. In other words,
know
the
material
may
not
be
appropriate
for
their
children,
Read
said.
of Land Management) by ranchers
people support banning a book because they want to protect others.
Banned Books Week focuses on the censorship of books over the course of
for their cows. As such, ranchers
“People have a knee-jerk reaction sometimes,” Rozum said.
human history and includes an exhibit in the foyer of the Merill-Cazier Library.
sometimes pay for forage they don’t
Rozum said she buys books even if she doesn’t agree with the book’s message.
The
exhibit
includes
copies
of
books
banned
in
the
past,
with
reasons
for
the
banget, which can really have significant
“I’ve
chosen to buy things I personally disagree with,” Rozum said.
ning.
impacts on some ranching operations,
At a university, protecting free access and First Amendment rights are easier,
For example, the Harry Potter books have been banned, the exhibit says,
”David Koons, assistant professor
Rozum said, because a university is about discovering new ideas.
because people have thought the series taught children how to be witches.
said.
Vaughn Larson, library director at Edith Bowen Lab School, the elementary
The
role
of
librarians
is
to
protect
access
to
ideas
and
peoples’
First
Amendment
Under the direction of USU
school
on campus, said right now the library respects the rights of parents to
rights
as
established
by
the
Constitution
of
the
United
States.
However,
librarians
Assistant Professor Frank Howe, who
disallow their children from checking out a book. Otherwise, the library tries to
coordinates the study of the bison and have a limited budget to buy books, said Kathy Schockmel, the art, design, & beat
broaden children’s horizons as much as possible and provide the best in educaacts as a liaison to Utah’s Department collections manager.
tional literature.
Read
said
controversy
surrounding
some
books
drives
the
library
to
move
books
of Wildlife Resources, a diverse team
sometimes, otherwise the books may be stolen or defaced. For example, some peo– keith.burbank@aggiemail.usu.edu
ple will tear a page out of a book to take it home, instead of checking the book out.
Because of recent Utah wildfires,
experts and researchers, including
those at USU, are looking at fire precautions to prevent the loss of homes
and land.
“You can never be completely
safe, but you can be safer,” said
Mike Kuhns, professor in the
Department of Wildland Resources
and Extension Forestry Specialist.
Kuhns has worked with Darren
McAvoy, a USU Forestry Extension
Associate, on several projects about
correctly landscaping a property
so it can be prepared in the event
of a wildfire. McAvoy said this is a
feature he was very curious to look
at in the Herriman homes. Kuhns
said one thing which helped prevent
more damage in the Herriman fire
was the position of the houses. Since
they were on the bottom of a slope,
Kuhns said, that helped to dampen
some degree of damage.
Twelve hundred homes were
evacuated in Herriman and Rose
Canyon Sunday, Sept. 19, due to
a fire which originated in nearby
Camp Williams. The fire was reportedly started when the Utah National
Guard, stationed in Camp Williams,

New GPS
for bison

Controversy over banned books

- See RANCHING, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
•The article “Up, Up and Away:
CASS Known for Work Done in
Space,” ran in Monday’s paper. The
photo caption for the observatory
stated it is part of CASS when in
fact the USU Observatory is part of
the physics department.
•A letter to the editor ran on
Wednesday which was incorrectly
titled, reffering to inversion when
it should have reffered to a photo of
the dance marathon.

Idaho candidates play up cowboy culture

BOISE, Idaho (AP) –They have castrated thou“Butch Otter and I have done the dress-up stuff,
sands of calves. They spend free time riding the range the cutting horses, the rodeo,” Allred said. “That’s
on horseback or hunting with shotguns slung over
playing cowboy. The part that is a formative part of
their shoulders. Cowboy hats, oversized belt buckles
my life, and really shapes my leadership style, is the
and scuffed-up boots are standard attire.
experience I had as a kid, when my family’s cattle
Meet the candidates for Idaho governor – two
ranch was honestly on the line.”
champion horsemen who seem to be running as
Until 2005, the 68-year-old Otter team-roped
much for cowboy-in-chief as they are for the state’s
cattle on a 40-acre Boise River ranch he owned called
top political office.
“Lonesome Dove,” named after the Larry McMurtry
Even their equestrian prowess has come up during Western. His fictional hero: Woodrow Call, the exthe campaign: In a recent debate, Democrat Keith
Texas Ranger from the book. When he was young, his
Allred poked fun at Republican Gov. C.L. Otter’s
family owned a dairy.
propensity to get thrown off his horse while roping
He says his cowboy image has helped open doors
cattle.
on trade missions. While Otter was lieutenant goverThe cowboy theme has injected an Old West feel
nor in 1996, the mayor of Salzburg, Austria, turned
into a governor’s race that has been more competitive down a formal picture of Idaho’s second-in-comoriginally expected. Otter enjoys widespread
mand.
Fed judge dismisses than
popularity in the heavily Republican state and leads
The Austrian instead demanded one with Otter on
states’ gun law suit in the polls, but Allred has gone toe-to-toe with the his trusty cow pony.
While serving three terms in Congress, Otter
HELENA, Mont. (AP) – A feder- incumbent in fundraising.
The
candidates
hope
the
cowboy
images
send
gussied
up his Washington office with photos of
al judge in Missoula has dismissed
powerful
messages
to
voters
about
their
characters:
rodeo
queens
and champion bull riders. His Idaho
a lawsuit by gun rights advocates
individualism, purpose, common sense – and maybe Capitol suite has shots of him on trail rides and at
and states seeking freedom from
even spurs to give the tuckered-out economy a little
local rodeos.
federal gun laws, a move that the
giddy-up.
Otter, a 30-year businessman and politician, ranks
advocates promised to appeal.
Never
mind
that
manufacturing
of
products
like
getting
elected to the National Cowboy Hall of Fame
The decision Wednesday from
board of directors as his “greatest achievement.” He
U.S. District Judge Donald Molloy semiconductors makes up 10 percent of Idaho’s $53
has several enormous belt buckles won in rodeo comwas expected since his magistrate billion economy, about twice agriculture’s contribution.
In
the
campaign,
it’s
still
cowboys
who
ride
to
petitions.
a month ago recommended tossing
the
rescue.
In April, Otter’s cowboy cred might have even
IDAHO GOV. C.L. “BUTCH” OTTER works
out the lawsuit because Congress
Allred said there’s an important distinction to be
gotten a boost from a dose of “cowboy crud”: He
the heels of a calf while team-roping with the Pro Rodeo
has the authority to regulate fireCowboys Association commissioner Karl Stressman at
suspects bacteria from manure dust he gulped while
arms with its constitutional power made between being a cowboy on the weekends and
the Caldwell Night Rodeo in Idaho, on Aug. 20. Otter is a
learning
important
life
lessons
while
growing
up
on
a
branding
and
castrating
calves
at
Lt.
Gov.
Brad
to regulate interstate commerce.
candidate for Idaho’s gubernatorial race. AP photo
ranch.
Little’s
ranch
put
him
in
the
hospital.
Molloy sided with the U.S.
Department of Justice, which
argued Congress’ ability to regulate guns and other items through
the “commerce clause” of the U.S.
Constitution had long ago been
LUCKNOW, India (AP) – For 150
would not cause trouble.
hectare) site should be split, one-third
H.S. Jain, one of the Hindu plaindecided in courts.
years, Hindus and Muslims both
The dispute over the religious site
to the Muslim community and the rest tiffs, also said he would appeal because
a site that is sacred to their
in the city of Ayodhya, 350 miles (550
to two Hindu groups.
“100 percent of the land belongs to
Pa. sues Texas driller claimed
religions, which triggered some of the
kilometers) east of New Delhi, has been
The Hindus will keep the area
Hindus. Why split it?”
one of the country’s most contentious
where the mosque once stood because
Public reaction to the verdict was
for gas-tainted water worst rioting in India’s history. On
Thursday, a court came up with a com- issues.
the court determined it was the birthrestrained.
DIMOCK, Pa. (AP) –
promise: Split it.
Hindus argued that the Babri
place of Rama and archaeological eviIn Ayodhya, Hindus rushed to
Pennsylvania’s top environmental
Both sides said they would appeal,
Mosque erected there by Muslims in
dence showed a temple had predated
nearby temples to give thanks, but
regulator says the state will sue a and the muted reaction to the poten1528 stood on the site of the birthplace the mosque, according to the judgthe atmosphere throughout town was
Houston-based drilling company tially explosive verdict generated
of the Hindu god Rama, and they filed
ment.
peaceful. In Lucknow, where the deciunless it agrees to pay nearly $12 hopes that the increasingly confident
suit in 1950.
Hindus want to build an enormous
sion was issued, shops were closed,
million to extend a public water
country, with its growing regional clout
In 1992, while the legal case lintemple to Rama on the site, while
streets were deserted and police were
line to at least 18 residents whose and skyrocketing economy, has moved
gered, tens of thousands of Hindu
Muslims want to rebuild the mosque.
on patrol in the hours after the verdict.
water wells have been contamibeyond its divisive history.
extremists ripped apart the mosque
The ruling will likely force both groups
Hindu and Muslim groups in
nated with methane gas.
“(This) shows that we have become
with spades, crowbars and their bare
to scale down those plans.
Mumbai, a flash point for previous
John Hanger held a news con- a mature nation,” said Kamal Farooqui, hands as security forces watched.
The court said the status quo should Hindu-Muslim violence over the temference Thursday in the small
a member of the Muslim Personal Law A small tented shrine to Rama now
be maintained at the site for three
ple dispute, appealed for peace.
northeastern Pennsylvania town Board.
stands on the site.
months.
“We hope all problems regarding
of Dimock, where tainted water
In advance of the ruling, the governThe demolition sparked nationwide
“It’s not a victory or defeat for any
matters with Hindus and Muslims can
wells are raising concerns about
ment sent hundreds of thousands of
riots that killed 2,000 people and
party. It’s a step forward. We hope this be settled in this amicable way,” said
the consequences of gas drilling
police into the streets, arrested more
shook the foundations of India’s claim
matter will be resolved,” said Zaffaryab Haji Arfat, a leader of the Maharashtra
in the gas-rich Marcellus Shale.
than 10,000 people to keep them from
to be a multiethnic, secular democracy. Jilani, a lawyer for the Muslim comNavnirman Sena, an offshoot of the
Hanger blamed the methane
inciting violence, and pushed another
The High Court in the state of Uttar munity, who said he would appeal the
Shiv Sena, a Hindu fundamentalist
contamination on faulty natural
100,000 to sign affidavits saying they
Pradesh ruled that the 64-acre (25verdict to the Supreme Court.
group.
gas wells drilled by Cabot Oil
& Gas Corp. Cabot vigorously
denies it is responsible for the
pollution.
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) – Five NATO service
team had determined that four Afghan civilians were
Agents not charged in
members were killed Thursday in southern Afghanistan, killed and three were wounded during a coalition operamosque leader’s death
the scene of heavy fighting as troops push into areas
tion Wednesday in Andar district of Ghazni province in
long
controlled
by
the
Taliban,
the
coalition
said.
the east. The coalition said the civilians were killed when
DETROIT (AP) – Michigan’s
Three
died
when
a
homemade
bomb
exploded
and
Afghan and international troops came under fire from
attorney general said Thursday
two were killed separately – one following an insurgent
about eight insurgents.
that he won’t file criminal chargattack and another in an explosion.
A helicopter fired to protect the troops, but accidenes against FBI agents who shot a
No
other
details
or
the
nationalities
of
the
troops
was
tally
struck a group of unarmed civilians, NATO said.
Detroit mosque leader 20 times,
immediately
disclosed.
The
coalition
expressed its regret over the deaths of the
killing him during a raid last
Three Afghan civilians also died in the south in a sui- civilians. The wounded were treated at a NATO medical
year on a suburban warehouse.
cide attack on a NATO convoy, a local official said. Nine
facility.
It is “undisputed” that
other
civilians
were
wounded
in
the
bombing,
which
Meanwhile, evidence of fraud in the country’s recent
Luqman Ameen Abdullah fired
occurred
near
the
airport
in
Kandahar,
a
Taliban
strongparliamentary
vote continued to mount as the election
at agents, resisted arrest and
hold. The suicide attacker detonated explosives while in
commission said it had invalidated some of the ballots
rejected demands to surrender,
his vehicle, causing the casualties, said Zulmai Ayubi, a
cast in 10 provinces and ordered partial re-counts in othAttorney General Mike Cox said.
spokesman
for
the
Kandahar
governor.
ers.
“Under Michigan law, law
A
NATO
spokesman
confirmed
one
Afghan
death
In the slow tally of results from Afghanistan’s Sept.
enforcement agents are justified
and said the blast caused substantial damage to build18 parliamentary poll, election officials said they have
in using deadly force in these
ings in the immediate area and left a significant crater
now counted at least partial results in 20 of the country’s
types of situations, and therein
the
highway.
NATO
said
the
wounded
civilians
were
34 provinces. Along with the voting came myriad accuAN AFGHAN POLICE officer kicks a piece of
fore we found no crimes,” Cox
medically
evacuated.
One
coalition
vehicle
was
damaged
sations of fraud and misconduct ranging from indelible
debris
at
the
scene
of
a
suicide
attack
in
Kandahar,
said in a written statement.
in the attack, he said. The Taliban claimed responsibilink that washed off voters’ fingers – thereby allowing
Afghanistan, Sept. 4. At least three people were killed
and 11 wounded in a suicide car bomb attack on a U.S.
ity.
them to vote twice – to poll workers who ordered people
Army convoy according to local hospitals. AP photo
NATO also confirmed Thursday that an assessment
to vote for certain candidates and faked voter cards.
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Indian court: Hindus, Muslims share holy site

5 NATO service members killed in Afghanistan
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Top 10 Ways Barack Obama Can
Boost His Popularity With Younger
Voters, Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2010

WikiLeaks chief lashes out at media during debate

10: Refer to himself as the
Chillaxer-in-Chief.
9: Limit speeches to 140 characters
or less.
8: Broadcast all Oval Office
addresses in 3D.
7: Replace Rahm Emanuel with a
hunky, brooding vampire.
6: Trade in Air Force One for rocket-powered Obama-cycle.
5: Answer tough questions with
“Whatevs”.
4: Change name to Bajustin
Obieber.
3: Refer to his abdominal muscles
as “The Administration”.
2: Check into rehab, go to prison,
check back into rehab, go back to
prison, check back into rehab.
1: Join Team Coco.

LONDON (AP) – WikiLeaks editor
in chief Julian Assange lashed out at the
mainstream media during a debate at
a London university Thursday, fighting
back at a string of unfavorable stories
that have appeared since his organization’s publication of a cache of U.S. intelligence documents.
Assange’s group has reportedly
suffered infighting and the former
computer hacker-turned-online whistle
blower also faces allegations of sexual
misconduct in Sweden, where some
of the organization’s infrastructure is
based.
As WikiLeaks fell behind on its
promised release of a new tranche of
15,000 U.S. intelligence reports, one former group spokesman was quoted this

week as saying that the organization was
becoming consumed by its confrontation with the Pentagon.
Daniel Domscheit-Berg, a German
who said he recently quit as Wikileaks’
spokesman over Assange’s management
style, told Der Speigel he had encountered problems with what he described
as the Australian’s obsession with
attacking the U.S. government.
At the debate at London’s City
University, Assange disputed that
Domscheit-Berg had quit, claiming he
was suspended – but he refused to give
details. He denied there had been a dispute over his management. “It was about
a different issue,” Assange said.
Assange repeated claims that his
organization is sitting on a mass of clas-

sified information from countries from
all over the world, but declined to confirm his publication schedule.
He accused the Wall Street Journal of
participating in what he described as a
“scam” to discredit WikiLeaks by publicizing the details of its e-mail exchanges
with human rights groups, which reportedly expressed disquiet over the naming
of informants in the Afghanistan intelligence reports it posted to the web.
Critics claim WikiLeaks may have
endangered the lives of Afghan civilians
and military personnel by failing to censor the files.
Assange attacked The Huffington
Post website for investigating his organization’s financing, and criticized Wired
magazine – which recently published a

report that claimed WikiLeaks was suffering from an internal power struggle
that had led to the ouster of key staffers.
He also rejected claims that his
group was obsessed with attacking the
American military, but said “We have to
deal with that country, if we are to deal
– even partially – with the problem of
secrecy in the world.”
The WikiLeaks chief made only an
oblique reference to his legal troubles in
Sweden, where prosecutors are probing
complaints against Assange filed by two
women in August. Assange has denied
the allegations, saying they are part of a
smear campaign. Asked about his future
plans in the Scandinavian country,
Assange dodged the question, describing Sweden as a fascinating place.
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Art Documentary
screening offered

AMY IRVINE AT A BOOK signing after her speech Thursday in the Alumni House. ARMEN HOVSEPYAN photo

Irvine previews essay from new book
By KASEY VANDYKE
staff writer

Amy Irvine, noted regional author, read from
her book “A Trespass: Living at the Edge of the
Promised Land”, and a newer essay, “Mother’s
Milk,” Thursday in USU’s Alumni House. Irvine’s
writing is centered on her time spent outdoors,
her religious upbringing and “complicity,” or as
Christopher Cokinos, associate English professor, said, “acknowledging that we are often critical of things we are part of.”
“I think it’s so easy to jump away from it,”
Irvine said. “I can do it in a heartbeat.”
She also acknowledged complicity within her
own life and talked about the repercussions of
letting it control the person.
“If you can’t own your complicity,” she said,
“then there’s no intimacy between self and
other.”
A wilderness activist and former nationally-ranked competitive rock climber, Irvine
said she used the wilderness as a way to escape
the “demons” from her father’s suicide and her
own inner conflict. Cokinos, the influence that
brought Irvine to USU, first met her a year ago.
He said it seemed “inevitable and important” to
bring Irvine to Logan.
“She’s an important writer from the American
West,” he said.
Cokinos said he hoped the campus and commu-

nity pay attention to Irvine’s work.
“She has things to say about our relationship
with the land,” he said. “I’m hoping that comes
through.”
Irvine reflected on her time spent as a member of the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
(SUWA). On the organization’s homepage, SUWA
describes its mission, as the “preservation of
the outstanding wilderness at the heart of the
Colorado Plateau, and the management of these
lands in their natural state for the benefit of all
Americans.”
When asked by an audience member about
her work with SUWA and as a wilderness activist, Irvine said she has hope for activism in the
west. There is a debate, she said, that comes
from those who advocate traditional ranching
and hunting and the “tree-huggers.” Though
Irvine said she supports the preservation of
ranching and hunting, she said SUWA has been a
strong voice in environmental legislature.
“Though I’m very ambivalent about drawing
a line in the sand,” she said, “SUWA has been
remarkably effective.”
During her time with SUWA, Irvine worked
with Terry Tempest Williams, another regional
author, known for such books as, “Refuge: An
Unnatural History of Family and Place” and
“Red: Passion and Patience in the Desert.”
Williams reviewed Irvine’s “Trespass,” saying it
is a book “full of transgressions” because Irvine
has “dared to examine the nature of orthodoxy,

be it religion, environmentalism, or marriage.”
Irvine said she was “irreverent and cavalier”
about her writing before Williams took an
interest during their work with SUWA. After
her initial critique of Irvine’s writing, Williams
often gave suggestions to Irvine. At one point,
Williams told Irvine something that Irvine said
has stayed with her ever since, a phrase she
encouraged the audience to write down: “Story is
the arrow that bypasses rhetoric and pierces the
heart.”
Heather Griffiths, an American studies senior,
attended the event and said she took away many
things from the reading.
“I really enjoyed the ‘how can I get closer to
this’ thought,” Griffiths said. “I can’t even reiterate. It was too brilliant for me.”
After the readings and questions, Irvine
signed books for the attendees and gave advice
to several students regarding their schooling and
writing.
“You have to see the weather in your own little
sphere,” she said, and gave a suggestion to all
USU students:
“We worry about being too fundamental,” she
said, “and really, we’re all after the same thing. It
has nothing to do with doctrine. It’s about opening the heart.”
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Lieutenant Governor predicts a big change
By MEGAN BAINUM
assistant news editor
Lieutenant Governor Greg Bell
spoke to Utah State students about the
Utah economy, the “fascinating” political situation, and the importance for
students to get through school quickly.
“I am delighted to be on this beautiful campus,” Bell said. “I truly love the
environment, there are so many assets
in Logan, not the least of which is our
world class university.”
Bell said students should appreciate
the education they are getting here at
Utah State because it is providing them
a means to build a “wonderful” life. He
attributed his success to his Utah education and the taxpayers who helped
pay for his tuition. He said taxpayers
help pay for students’ tuition, and even
though students feel the weight of paying for their percentage of the costs, the
public is still paying the bigger part of
the bill. It is because of this help from
the public that students should focus
on getting through school.
“I hope you are using your time
wisely to get through,” Bell said. “We
need you to graduate as fast as you can,
it gets pricey to keep students in school
for their sixth or seventh year. We really need to hustle people through.”
He said it is more important than
ever to get an education beyond high
school, and if you start college, finishing it should be the goal.
“We are finding a lot of young people who are not finishing their college
experience. We don’t ask everyone to go
to college but you certainly need a posthigh school certificate. The job market
is requiring that of us,” Bell said.
As Bell emphasized the importance
of education, an audience member
asked why there isn’t a long term plan
for education and what Utah leaders
are doing about it.
He said Utah has two unique challenges that other states don’t have to
deal with which factor into a long term
plan for education. First, Utah has a
lot of public land that can’t be taxed
or developed. The other challenge is
the state has 25 percent more children
than the national average. He said if
you took away that 25 percent, it would

take away a lot of challenges.
However, despite these challenges,
Bell said Governor Gary Herbert has
been holding monthly meetings lasting three to four hours, and out of
these meetings is a long term plan for
education. Bell said Republicans and
Democrats should be excited about this
plan. Herbert will be heading it up but
it will have the “fingerprints of other
educational leaders.”
Along with education, Bell spoke
about the political season and how it is
well underway, the time when people
start to pay attention to the races.
“In the summer people are distracted, but Labor Day traditionally marks
the commencement of the political season and of course we have a fascinating
season this year,” Bell said.
The discontent of American citizens
was a topic of discussion. Bell said
there are supporters of Obama who
are “about ready to give up on the
president,” as well as the Tea Party
being frustrated with traditional
Republicans.
“Whether it is the left or the
right, things are on wheels,” Bell said.
“Citizens are not happy. You know as
well as I do there is a very high level of
discontent on the national level.”
Bell said he doesn’t remember
when there was such division between
parties and it will be interesting to see
what the ultimate effects are. He said
he also has come to the conclusion that
people around the state are frustrated
with two main things.
First, is the economic standing, and
the fact that it hasn’t been improving
much despite various promises. He
said that one message “was prevalent
throughout the political discourse.”
“Economy is a major issue in Utah
today, if you have a job life is not too
bad, if not, it is a grim and fearful
time,” Bell said.
He said many people’s careers have
just ended because they haven’t been
able to renew themselves.
“Employers don’t tell them they are too
old, they say they are overqualified,”
he said.
He said the problems pertain to both

- See UTAH, page 4

The Nora Eccles Harrison
Museum of Art at Utah State
University hosts a film screening
in its Study Center Gallery Oct. 5
from 6-7:30 p.m. The screening is
free and open to all.
“Wind Uprising” shows the journey of two people who created the
first wind energy project in the
state of Utah.
The 30-minute film screening
is shown at the art museum in conjunction with a new exhibit now on
display, EcoVisionaries: Designs for
Living on Earth, which shows how
artists create innovative solutions
to environmental issues.
A documentary film, “Wind
Uprising” chronicles the turbulent four-year journey that a wind
entrepreneur and an engineer trail
blazed to bring wind power to their
home state of Utah. They faced stiff
headwinds at every turn, including
policy barriers, fickle investors,
transmission limitations and resistance from nearby residents that
nearly derailed the project. The
film details the common market,
policy and community roadblocks
that might hinder wind energy
development and the solutions that
were discovered in Spanish Fork,
Utah. The story provides important
ideas for policymakers, regulators
and residents about how they might
encourage wind power development in their communities.

Family flu shot
clinic Oct. 7
A Utah State University
Family Flu Shot Clinic is planned
Thursday, Oct. 7, in the Taggart
Student Center Ballroom on the
USU campus.
The clinic is organized by
USU’s office of Human Resources,
which encourages everyone to “Be
Well.”
Flu shots are free to USU benefit-eligible employees and their
eligible dependents. Those interested should pre-register online
(flushots.usu.edu). Those registering must enter their USU BC/BS
insurance card number and A# for
the free vaccinations.
Immunizations are available
Thursday, Oct. 7, from 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m. at the TSC.
At the recommendation of the
Center for Disease control, everyone over the age of 6 months is
encouraged to protect themselves
against the seasonal flu. The
FluMist is an option for ages 2-49.
This year the seasonal flu vaccine
protects against H1N1 also. The
flu vaccine is especially important
for the following groups:
* Pregnant women
* Children younger than 5 years
* People over 50 years
* People of any age with certain
chronic medical conditions
* Those caring for immune
compromised people or children < 6 months

Book nominations
being accepted
Noelle Call, director of Utah
State’s office of Retention and
Student Success, as well as the
SOAR program, invites everyone
to nominate a book for the 2011
Common Literature Experience.
USU students, faculty and member
of the community at large can submit nominations.
“Do you have a favorite
book that you think all 2011
Connections students, the Utah
State campus and local community would like to read?” Call said.
The 2011 Common Literature
Experience Committee seeks nominations of book titles for selection
for the 2011 Common Literature
Experience. The selected book will
be read by high school graduates,
reading on their own during the
summer months without classroom instruction. Community
members are also invited to participate.
Those interested in nominating
a book should do so by Oct. 29.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR GREG BELL speaking to students about political
matters in the up coming election. ARMEN HOVSEPYAN photo

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Habits: “Be a solution”
-continued from page 1

lead an effective life,” Covey said.
Covey also gave advice to audience members
who are looking for a job. He explained there
is a fool-proof plan of getting any job: being a
solution to a problem, not another problem.
“Research organization in depth. Research
the customer, the supplier. Be a solution to a
problem they have and I guarantee you will
get a job,” Covey said. “I give this advice to 15
people and only two will take it because they
are the only ones willing to put in the work.
Go to them proactively and take initiative.”
Covey used the analogy of a match to
explain an individual’s potential, as well as the
potential of a leader.
He said: “Think of your life as a match,
your potential is all bundled up. It could burn
down a building if was put in the right spot,
that is the power and potential of the match,
the power and potential of a single person.
One match, can light another match. If you are
a leader in an organization think of the potential you have to light other matches around
you.”
During the question-and-answer section of
the speech, an audience member asked what

Herriman: Spark triggered fire
-continued from page 3

conducted a routine machine
gun training exercise. An
accidental spark landed on the
Covey was afraid of.
surrounding brush, setting the
“Violating my own principles. The other day
camp ablaze.
I was talking to my kids and my son said I
The National Guard
wasn’t really listening to him, that I was just
responded immediately, but
pretending, and he was right. That is what I
was unable to contain the fire
am afraid of,” he said.
and contacted the Herriman
Another question asked was: what is the
precinct once the flames
number-one thing students can prepare for
crested the top of the mounthe future? Covey said participating in class is tains near Herriman and Rose
Canyon. Lieutenant Dwayne
very important.
Anjewierden said the precinct
“Cultivate the habit of reading, participate
responded within minutes of
in classes so you become active in your own
hearing about the fire. The
material. It is important for the learner to
Herriman precinct was “instrubecome the teacher,” Covey said. “Teach your
mental,” Anjewierden said, in
family what you are learning in each of your
aiding and evacuating residents
classes, that will help you succeed.”
and ran a 24-hour operation to
Covey said the main thing after someone
subdue the fire.
becomes successful is to remain humble and
At least three houses burned
have courage to live the principles.
because of the blaze, as well
as an estimated 3,500 acres.
“Integrity equals wisdom, which equals
abundance which equals no desire to compare Because the now scorched landscape is more bare, the threats
yourself to others. That is important after
of mudslides and floods have
your success,” Covey said.
increased. Taking into account
the property damage and long
– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu
term ramifications of the fire, a
question comes to mind: could
the events of that day have been
prevented?
“Fires tend to burn predictably, ”Anjewierden said. When
burning uphill, the flame will
move more quickly, since it is
preheating vegetation as it goes.
Another factor is the direction
of the wind. Fire tends to move
rapidly when going with the
direction of the wind, Kuhns
said.
Another factor that could
have hindered the fire would be
the use of “firewise” practices.
Firewise, a term explaining
how prepared a structure is
to withstand a fire, ties in
more than just the adages of
Smokey the Bear. According
to firewise.org, the National
Fire Protection Association’s
(NFPA) Firewise Communities
program “encourages local

Don’t miss out on this year’s USU

Employee Flu Shot Clinic
Thursday, Oct. 7, 2010 TSC Ballroom
8:30 am-4:00 pm
Free Flu Shots for benefited
employees & eligible dependents or
$25 for non-benefit eligible employees.

Co-sponsored USU Wellness & University Inn & Conference Center

For more information
caroline.shugart@usu.edu
435-797-0735

Must Pre Register, Save Time!

Credit Cards Accepted at flushots.usu.edu
USU/BCBS now covers vaccines/preventative services
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solutions for wildfire safety
by involving homeowners,
community leaders, planners,
developers, firefighters, and
others in the effort to protect
people and property from the
risk of wildfire.”
McAvoy and Kuhns both
said they advocate firewise
practices and have studied their
effect on homes that have been
in wildfires. Some tips they
suggested were to reduce vegetation near homes, keep lawns
groomed and irrigated, and
keep the surrounding area clear
of debris.
“We’re still developing our
systems of home construction,
that are more able to withstand
a wildfire and not all communities have adopted the firewise
principles,” Kuhns said.
A pamphlet, titled “Firewise
Landscaping for Utah,” produced by the USU Forestry
Extension and co-written by
Kuhns, with contributions
from McAvoy, reads: “the key
to protecting yourself and your
home in a fire-prone area is
creating and maintaining a
firewise landscape in the ‘home
ignition zone.’”
The “home ignition zone,”
a term coined by Jack Cohen,
a prominent researcher in fire
research, includes the home
and surrounding area within
100 feet. According to “Firewise
Landscaping for Utah,” how
firewise the home ignition zone
is can be the “make-or-break
factor” in the event of a wildfire.
Even with firewise precautions, wildfires are sometimes
unavoidable. In these cases,
teams of specialty fire fighters, called Hot-Shot teams,
are called to the scene. Jed
McFarlane, a sophomore in
mechanical engineering, has
worked with the Lone Peak
Hot-Shot team for the last four

seasons. McFarlane said the
work usually consists of building fuel breaks, or strips of
bare land where the fire has no
vegetation to feed on.
A fire, he explained, relies
on three key components to
continue growing: fuel, heat
and oxygen. These three parts
make up what fire researchers
call the “fire triangle.” By eliminating one of these parts, the
fire will be controlled and subdued. McFarlane said the HotShot teams rely on this method
to work with the fire, rather
than completely suppressing it,
a relatively new practice in fire
fighting.
“We let the fire do its thing,”
he said, “and keep it out of
areas we know it’ll get huge, or
where we don’t want it to go.”
When asked what the team
would do if confronted with a
situation like Herriman, where
thousands of houses were at
risk, McFarlane explained the
“structure triage.” The team
will separate the houses into
three risk categories: standalones, or houses that won’t
need much additional preparation (cutting trees, gas lines,
etc.); minimal prep houses,
those that require normal
preparation; and walk-aways,
those that aren’t touched and
wouldn’t be safe to defend if
the situation got “bad.”
Going into autumn and
winter, fire danger levels will
drop, but students should still
be aware of their effect on the
environment, McFarlane said.
He said students can do their
part by always putting out
their fires completely, using
either water or dirt, and can
get involved by volunteering at
local fire houses.

– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Utah: Early voters may alter results
-continued from page 3

Democrats and Republicans.
Both are nervous and realize
the country can not sustain the
budget.
Despite these issues, Utah is
still the “most fiscally fit in the
nation,” Bell said, according to
Forbes Magazine. He said Utah
is number one in quality of life
and number two in education
settings.
“Utah has a lot to brag about,”
Bell said. “Utah is doing well economically in relative terms.”
Bell said in the past, incumbents usually have a huge advantage in the political race, but that
is not necessarily the case this
year. He said the best chance of
getting elected, the “sweet spot”,
would be a Republican who is not
an incumbent. He said it will be
interesting to see in a month how
the federal elections are going.
He also said statewide there are
“some real hot races.”

He said one interesting aspect
of this race is the fact that people
are voting early. He said political
timing is everything and the fact
that a projected 50 percent of
people would have already voted
before Nov. 2 will “create very
interesting results.”
Bell also spoke on immigration and Utah’s position on the
issue. He said there are currently
seven immigration bills, maybe
more, that will be debated. He
said the Hispanic population
have become major influences.
He said no party is willing to take
a stance on immigration because
of the Hispanic vote and the fact
that it could come down to them
to decide on a winning party.
“I went down to Arizona and
I was astonished at their divide in
their community. It has been one
of the most polarizing issues in
my opinion,” Bell said.
One of the main problems,

according to Bell, when it comes
to immigration is the lack of stability in Mexico. The economic
and political situation in Mexico
doesn’t allow for jobs, so men are
coming to the United States to
make a living for their families,
Bell said.
“We have this lack of equilibrium in Mexico that is causing the
rise in immigration. We are not
having Canadians sneaking into
our country because we both have
cultural and economic equality,” Bell said. “So, that being the
context, how do you address that
economic problem? It is a very
difficult, rough-cut situation.
The Governor said we need to
consider the law, be mindful and
sensitive and let’s not destroy
Utah’s economy, we need to be
intelligent in what we do.”
– megan.b@aggiemail.usu.edu

Ranching: goal is to regulate tags
-continued from page 3

Design a unique, one-of-a-kind ring with precision at Utah’s
oldest jewelry store with today’s newest technology in custom
jewelry. S.E Needham Jewelers has a state-of-the-art jewelry
milling machine which takes commands from computer
generated modeling. We provide 3-dimensional design
review with guaranteed satisfaction.

of researchers from USU plans on studying the
animals this winter by marking a large sample
of the herd with GPS enabled collars and VHF
transmitters that will be used to study their
demography and foraging patterns.
Wade Taskett, a biologist with the Utah
Department of Wildlife Resources who studies in the Henry Mountain Range, said, “It is a
fragile environment down there with competing
interests from cattle and buffalo.
One of the reasons for this study is to understand more about what the buffalo are eating
and what influence, not only buffalo, but cows,
are having on the winter range.”
Ph.D. student Pat Terletzky is examining
ways to determine population abundance using
technological advances in remote imagery that
Koons said he believes will be more inexpensive
than manned helicopter flights and may lead to
the use of satellite imagery. The use of the GPS
will help the biologists to estimate the amount
of animals missed during aerial surveys and
then correct that count.
Dustin Ranglack, also a Ph.D. student, and
adviser Johan du Toit, department head of
Wildland Resources, will study the foraging
behavior, herd size, social interaction, movement, and reproductive success of the marked
bison, Koons said.
“They will also develop vegetation enclosure
experiments to study the impact of bison on
plant forage species,” he said.
He said M.S. student Ian Ware and adviser

Peter Adler will also participate in comparing
plant communities.
“This will also help us learn more about
the differential impacts of bison and cattle on
the community of range plant species, and the
degree to which they might compete for forage,”
he said.
Through the study of the Henry herd,
researchers hope to provide a new population
model that will help the UDWR accurately regulate the target amount of hunting tags they give
out each year, and they hope to provide a way
to help ranchers balance the needs of their livestock with the needs of the bison. Anis Aoude,
big game coordinator of Utah, said, “Basically
we want to find what overlaps between cattle
and bison. We want to have as many bison as we
can have, but if they compete with livestock, that
limits how many we can have.”
Funded by grant money from the UDWR,
the BLM, Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife, and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the study is
expected to go on for a minimum of five years
and Howe, the studys’ head coordinator, said he
hopes it will continue to go on for more.
“This science should help managers create a
sustainable situation that suits both rancher’s
and sportsmen’s needs,” Koons said. “The general framework is not applicable to only bison, but
to many other large mammals in the American
west.”
– ariwrees@gmail.com
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Crepes with Parisian style
By LAUREL HUMBLE
staff writer

The eyes of a six-year-old child grow wide
as she lifts up a warm concoction wrapped in
wax paper and takes a deep bite of the juicy
contents inside. That concoction, called The
Seventh Habit, is a crepe made right in front of
the customer’s eyes at The Crepery.
Located just around the corner from the
tabernacle in downtown Logan is a little coffeehouse called Citrus and Sage. Inside Citrus
and Sage is another hidden secret of Logan
– The Crepery.
In a small corner of the shop is a handmade
counter, constructed by the manager himself.
Two crepe griddles lie upon it, ready to transform batter into crepes to sell to the public.
The menu items range from breakfast, lunch
and dinner to dessert, and all of the crepes are
carefully prepared for each customer.
“I absolutely love watching people see me
make the crepes. The look on their faces are my
favorite,” says Chris Blatchford, USU student
and employee of The Crepery.
Former USU students Gabriel and Brooke
Anderson are the owners of this small business. Gabriel, 28, graduated with a degree in
interior design, and Brooke, 24, has a degree in
social work.
Currently, Gabriel is getting ready to go
back to school for his master’s in interior
design and Brooke is working as a personal
trainer.
It all began when Gabriel traveled to France
to study abroad and fell in love with crepes. He
said he enjoyed how the locals in Paris would
make the crepes right before his eyes. He said
he loved the way the crepes were carefully folded, how the contents were served in wrapped
wax paper, and especially how the recipe was
created to perfection.
Both Brooke and Gabriel wanted to incorporate the effects of what they experienced in
Paris here in Logan. After finishing school,
they said they felt the desire to open up their
shop here on campus.
“Originally we wanted to start the business

in the Taggart Student Center,” Brooke said.
“We believe that the heart of the town is the
students.”
According to Brooke, opening The Crepery
on campus didn’t work out. They came across
Citrus and Sage, and the owner granted them
the space to open their shop in the corner.
“The Crepery came together really quick.
Once we started the idea of the business, The
Crepery was well established fairly soon,”
Gabriel said. “Our crepes are very authentic
and were based off of the Paris-style traditional
recipe.“
Gabriel and Brooke said they wanted to recreate the experience of having a crepe in Paris.
Warm colors fill the walls and invite customers
to sit down and stay as long as they would like.
Students come after a hard day of classes to
relax and study, couples come for a charming
date, psychics read the lives of others, poets
come to recite and musicians come to perform.
Brooke said everything that they were looking for was here in Logan. Giving back to the
community has been a strong passion for the
both of them, she said, and keeping involved
was essential to their daily lives.
“With The Crepery now up and running,
we plan to use our profit for a good cause.
We would like to contribute to the art benefit
going on in our community and we would like
to be able to prepare a Christmas dinner for
those families in Logan who are not able to
provide the traditional holiday meal by themselves,” Brooke said.
The Andersons’ also said they have future
ambitions for The Crepery.
“We want to make The Crepery a future
staple of Logan, something that everyone has
to come and see,” Brooke said. Gabriel also
said he is interested in trying catering.
The Crepery is located inside Citrus and
Sage at 130 North 100 East in Logan, and is
open from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday and
Saturday. You can also find them on Facebook
where specials and discounts are offered.
– laurel.humble@aggiemail.usu.edu

AN EMPLOYEE AT The Crepery makes a crepe in front of the customer’s eyes. Owners Gabriel and
Brooke Anderson took their inspiration from Parisian style crepes in France. BRECK BYINGTON photo

USU shows its Irish side with “The Cripple of Inishmaan”
By MARLEAH JACOBSON
staff writer

This Thursday there may not be leprechauns, but Irish luck
will certainly be in town. USU’s department of theatre arts
presents “The Cripple of Inishmaan,” a play set in the 1930s in
a small town in Ireland.
The play involves an optimistic young cripple and his aspirations for stardom when a Hollywood director visits a nearby
island. Billy, the cripple, is determined to audition but is
thwarted by the unfeeling and callous townspeople.
“It’s a really interesting story,” said Tim Roghaar, a sophomore majoring in acting who plays the role of Billy. “It’s not
something you would normally see around here.”

Roghaar said he originally planned to study abroad this semester, but after reading the play, he knew it was something he
wanted to be a part of. He said he especially identified with
Billy’s character. It “fit like a glove,” he said.
According to Roghaar, the story is about “being happy with
what you are given.” Roghaar said he related this to his own life
because, after growing up in Logan, he didn’t appreciate the
Cache Valley community until he left and then came back.
“I just love the part,” Roghaar said. “As an actor it is really
fun.”
Roghaar said he’s advise viewers not to read too much into
the play.
“Just enjoy it,” he said. “Don’t take it too serious. Just have
fun with it.”
Although the play can be considered a comedy, it is also

THE CRIPPLE OF INISHMAAN opens tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Caine Lyric Theater. Eight people make up the cast of the play, which
uses Irish heritage as the theme. Admission is free for students with a valid ID.

rather dark, said director Colin Johnson.
“It’s very funny in a dark sort of way,” Johnson said. He said
the play has content advisories comparable to what would be
found in a rated “R” movie. Content cautions include language,
imagery, abuse and a mature storyline.
“The Cripple of Inishmaan” is the first production by the
theatre department for this academic year. The play was cast
last spring and rehearsals began the first week of classes. Four
men and four women make up the eight-member cast that has
worked to bring this production to stage, according to Johnson.
Johnson said he wants to encourage everyone to attend,
especially USU students.
“The productions are presented free (with valid ID) to all
USU students,” Johnson said.
The production is sponsored by the theatre department as
well as funded by student fees.
“We would like all students to participate in our program,”
Johnson said. He said he’d like students to consider auditioning for future plays.
USU’s theatre department’s next production is “Suessical
the Musical,” which has already been cast. However, the
Caine College of the Arts will be presenting Shakespeare’s “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream” at the Morgan theater shortly
before Christmas Break.
Auditions will be held Monday, Oct. 4. The play will also
feature Felix Mendelssohn’s score performed by the USU
orchestra and women’s choir.
“We would like to remind all students they are welcome to
audition,” Johnson said.
Once students see “The Cripple of Inishmaan,” they may be
interested in being part of future USU productions, Johnson
said. He said it is an “outstanding” play.
“Audiences who drift to shows like “Leverage” and “House”
will probably appreciate the dark humor of human behavior
portrayed,” Johnson said.
The play will keep audience members guessing with lots of
turns in the plot, Roghaar said.
“You never know what is going on,” Roghaar said. “You
think you do, but then ... it goes up and down.”
Ben Brantley of The New York Times reviewed the play by
saying, “the waywardness of human behavior means a good
yarn-spinner will never want for surprise endings.”
“The Cripple of Inishmaan” will premiere Thursday, Sept.
30 at 7:30 p.m. in the Caine Lyric Theater. Tickets are free for
USU students with ID, and cost $13 for reserved seating, $11
for USU faculty and staff, $9 for non-USU students.
The play runs Sept. 30 to Oct. 2 and Oct. 6-9 with all performances beginning at 7:30 p.m. The Caine Lyric Theater is
located at 28 West Center St., Logan.
To purchase tickets, visit the Caine College of the Arts Box
Office in the Chase Fine Arts Center, Room 139-B, or the Caine
College of the Arts Dean’s Office Box Office. Tickets may also
be purchased by phone 435-797-8022 or online at the college’s
website.

– marleah.jacobson@aggiemail.usu.edu
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“You Again” is a girl fight about nonsense
A second opinion...

Men are violent but quick
Staff
to forgive. Women are ruthless
“You Again”
Guy
XXXX
and won’t let go. “You Again”
Grade: C+
was an exaggerated depiction
of an uninterrupted girl fight.
The story was basically a
two-hour picture about the
awful experience of high
school. Grudges held are told
through the eyes of young Anike Pullens
female adults, middle-aged
women and grandmas that
were coincidentally reunited through a course of events. But
of course, it ended in warm-fuzzy feelings and a sense of nostalgia.
Marni (Kristen Bell) was Richmond High’s four-eyed, pimpled, brace-face geek, loser, outcast, what have you. The one
girl that singly-handedly ruined her high school experience,
Joanna (Odette Yustman), is engaged to Marni’s brother, Will
(James Wolk).
Though it has been years since high school and both Joanna
and Marni were completely different people, rivalries are still
unsettled. Will, Marni’s complete-opposite of a brother, is
unaware of Joanna’s past until, of course, Marni bursts the
lovebird’s happy bubble.
After several failed attempts to warn her brother of who
Joanna really was, Marni is impressed to unconventionally
reveal what was buried away in a time capsule – literally. Long
story short, everything comes out in the open creating conflicts between the supposed groom and bride-to-be.
Did I mention that the bride’s aunt (Sigourney Weaver) and
groom’s mother (Jamie Lee Curtis) were best friends in high
school whose friendship tragically ended? Oh, that and the fact
Grandma (Betty White) is an aged cougar consistently searching for prey.
I feel like every aspect, every corner of “You Again” is
drenched in over-analyzed drama, creating fillers. There was
just too much. Some might think it is funny when you create
a hypothetical situation, and adding to it just makes it funnier.
That was not the case for “You Again.”
Kristen Bell has yet to prove to me that she can act in the
“big-boy” films. Her last project, “When in Rome,” was cheesy
and cute but not life-changing. “You Again” had that same
impact. Is it a personal preference? Maybe. I would just like to
see Kristen do something more mature.
However, she did successfully pull off her depiction of the
four-eyed, pimply, brace-face character. Marni’s transforma-

Reel

Reviews

tion from loser to vice president of a PR firm was believable as
well.
The Megan Fox look-a-like, Joanna, was, unfortunately
awful. When she was supposed to be sincerely upset, I thought
sarcasm and fake tears were intended. Her devious high school
bully role, on the other hand, she portrayed impeccably.
Without the all-star cast to keep my attention, the film
would have simply been crap. The constant “stink-eye” bouncing back and forth between the two soon-to-be sisters got
really old.
The silent bickering between Weaver and Curtis’ characters,
in comparison, was funny because it was so unexpected and
done so nonchalantly.
If I had to pick one word to describe “You Again”, it would
be cheesy – but that’s what happens when you strive to create a family-friendly film. I’m not saying all magnificent movies
have to be rated R, but a lot of the time PG humor is silly and a
little outrageous.
This kind of humor usually works better when children are
involved, like “Cheaper by the Dozen.” I felt like I was laughing most of the time but the majority of my giggles came from
being surprised with the directors choice of action or lack there
of and the fact that it hit so close to home. Truth is stranger than
fiction.
I left the theater still hungry but there wasn’t dessert. It ends,
without giving it away, in a cliché way that almost made me
wish I had left just before. It was humorous but only because
I went in with very low expectations. If you do the same, you
won’t be disappointed.
I like cheesy films but I’d wait until “You Again” comes to the
dollar theater.

President Stan Albrecht
visits USU-CEU campus
Two
Staff
important
Guy
XXXX
and noble
institutions
were formally brought
together with
the creation
of Utah State
UniversityValeria Moncada
College of
Eastern Utah
on July 1. Within a short period of time, there
has been a large amount of progress in the
transition.
“I always feel at home when I come to the
CEU campus, everyone is warm and genuine,”
said Stan Albrecht, president of Utah State
University, who came to the CEU Price campus
Tuesday to discuss with faculty, staff and students about the changes taking place with the
merger.
CEU already has easy access for two-year
degrees, low tuition rates, affordable living
expenses and smaller classes. With the merger, students have access to earn a four-year
degree, increased opportunities to transfer to
USU and access to its research and development programs.
Albrecht said some of the important milestones accomplished in a short amount of time
include access to 50,000 electronic books and
40,000 academic journals and these numbers
will continue to grow.
USU has invested in two new electronic
classrooms on the Price campus that have
been equipped for broadcast capability that
can expand the enrollment for the USU-CEU.
Because of these types of classrooms, the USUCEU social work classes already added enrollment and revenue to the Price campus.
USU employees located in Price have now
merged into the USU-CEU operation and
are under the direction of Chancellor Joe
Peterson.
The merger is providing funding from the
legislature to do a number of important things
like adding new alarm and sprinkler systems,
electronic courses and computer systems in
the library.
A bus tour from Logan to Price is planned
in November so USU employees can visit the
USU-CEU campus. Albrecht said the tour is
an opportunity for USU-CEU students to talk
with USU representatives.
“Representatives from a number of areas on
the USU campus have been involved in evaluating and making recommendations in auxiliaries including housing, dining, bookstore
and facilities. The fire marshal has looked
at CEU’s fire alarms and hazardous waste,”
Albrecht said.
Some advantages for both campuses are
that the enrollment numbers increased sub-

USU-CEU
News

stantially, he said. USU now has the largest
enrollment in its 122-year history, not including the students that will be put into the
account at USU-CEU. The Price campus also
has a double-digit increase this year.
For the first time, Albrecht said, the Logan
campus has the largest education department
in its history with 3,100 students. There has
been a 51 percent increase in the entering
freshman class within a four-year period.
The first-time higher education students
enrolled on the Logan campus account for
22 percent of the university’s enrollment,
the transfer student rate is at 31 percent and
returning students at 34 percent. There are
now more graduate students on USU’s regional
campuses than on its main campus.
Albrecht said there are now $189 million
for grants and contracts, which is a 29 percent
increase from last year. There are 173 new
scholarship endowments at USU.
“No student who desires an opportunity for
a higher education experience will be turned
away,” he said.
Albrecht discussed partnerships that
USU research and development is working
on including using the facilities at WETC as
a new potential revenue source, mine safety
issues and the energy resources of coal, natural gas, wind and solar power.
“The Eastern corridor of the state can be
affected by new jobs and an economic future
with this positive partnering with USU and
CEU,” he said.
He said he hopes to announce two significant projects from this endeavor soon on the
Price campus.
Some of the challenges that USU is facing in
this most difficult economic period are budget
cuts.
“We have taken five significant budget cuts
while trying to protect the core of the institution,” he said. The Logan campus cut $27.5
million or 17 percent from its base budget.
The cuts have resulted in salary reductions,
loss of staff and faculty, program eliminations
and consolidations.
“I think it would be a major mistake for us
to declare victory too early from the economic
drop,” Albrecht said. “I worry about student
debt, it has surpassed credit card debt in the
United States. A lot of the student debt is to
for-profit institutions of higher education. The
state of Utah also has the lowest need-based
aid in the United States.”
Three brief principles Albrecht said he
applies to his life are: first, remember you
have to be willing to accept what happens, not
what you want to happen. Secondly, just as you
think everything is set, it all comes unglued
again. And finally, be graceful and brave,
to face the challenges and changes that will
always come.
V.Moncada@eagle.ceu.edu

“You Again” suffers from an
Staff
“You
increasingly common movie
Guy XXXX
Again”
defect: appealing, sharply
drawn supporting characters,
Grade: C
and a cast of main characters
that is as unlikely as it is unlikable. Let’s start with the second category.
At the center of this unfunny comedy are two young
women. Marni (Kristen Bell)
and Joanna (Odette Yustman)
are former high school classmates and nemeses who discover,
to their mutual chagrin, that years after graduating they once
again have something in common: Marni’s brother Will (Jimmy
Wolk), who’s about to marry Joanna.
After a brief prologue, told in flashback, where we see
cheerleader Joanna tormenting and bullying the pimply,
bespectacled Marni, we catch up with them today. Marni,
in the intervening years, has discovered contact lenses and
Clearasil. Joanna, to all appearances, has simply learned to hide
her open cruelty toward others less fabulous than she behind a
sickeningly smarmy smile.
The real wonder, however, is Will’s cluelessness. Although
the three of them all attended the same tiny school at the same
time, he somehow managed to graduate without ever knowing
about his sister’s suffering, or who caused it.
Wolk – who goes through the movie with the dazed look of
someone who has been kicked in the head by a horse as a boy
– at least makes his character’s imbecility plausible. Yustman
plays the villain broadly, with Bell milking her victim persona for
all it’s worth.
Enter Sigourney Weaver and Jamie Lee Curtis, playing,
respectively, Joanna’s equally stuck-up Aunt Ramona and
Marni’s mother, Gail, a neurotically competitive former cheerleader. They, it turns out, also have bad blood dating to high
school, where their lifelong friendship went sour after a perceived betrayal. The exact nature of the betrayal – and the
identity of the betrayer – will not be revealed until late in the
film, but by that point, you won’t care.
Marni would be the logical person for an audience to
empathize with here, except for one small thing. In the film’s
climactic rehearsal-dinner scene, she proves herself to be just
as much of a mean girl as all the others.
The fact that she subsequently apologizes and makes nice
– as do Joanna, Ramona and Gail, in a resolution that is as full
of baloney as melodrama – matters not a whit. All four deliver
performances of dinner-theater-caliber subtlety.

Reel

Review

The Washington Post

Library hosts Banned Books Week

A STUDENT EXAMINES the display in the library during this past week, which was Banned
Books Week. Students were also encouraged to write on the opposite side of the wall their thoughts
and feelings about banning books. ANI AGHABABYAN photo
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“Halo: Reach” fixes flaws to please the crowds
Halo: Reach is the final
Staff
“Halo:
installment of the Halo
Guy
XXXX
Reach”
series developed by Bungie,
as Microsoft is taking over
Grade: A
the series’ future activities.
“Reach” is the perfect punctuation mark on a decadelong journey of Halo games.
The Halo series has meant
a lot to so many different
Billy Harlow
people over the past decade.
From the first game,
released in 2001 on the original XBOX, to inviting all of your
nerdy friends on a weekend to your house to play multiplayer games all night long – oh, those were the days!
Halo has been solid in the ever-changing world of video
games, the only positive to owning an XBOX console, I think.
Halo is not merely a game to people – it is books, movies
and merchandise, which have grossed $1.7 billion.
Halo spawned the online, competitive, multi-player world
of video-games. With Halo comes a new culture of gamers
– competitive nerds.
With this came new lingo, trash talk, and actions, like
when you call someone a “newb” after killing them, then
proceed over to their body and “T-bag” them. Halo has been
a constant way of life for so many gamers in the world.
Halo: Reach got back to the basics of the series – the campaign. It was like Bungie took all the complaints of gamers
on past games and tweaked it to make a final masterpiece to
leave everyone with a good taste in their mouth.
Unlike the previous Halos, where you play as Master
Chief, Reach is a prequel to the rest where you play as a basic
Spartan called Noble 6 for players to project themselves
onto. You are free to accessorize Noble 6 to look the way
you want him to, so you will see some really ugly dumb setups while playing online.
The storyline in the original Halo was great, and Reach
gets back to this greatness with an in-depth storyline that will
keep you on the edge of your seat. Bungie doesn’t seem to
put out another online game, they thought about the little
man who loves some background and story to his game, not
just the T-bagging champs of online.
During the campaign time you’ll find a lot of tried and
true mainstays of the Halo format. That means plenty of big
battlefields, crazy vehicles, lots of aliens to fight and tons
of weapons to help make the Covenant pay. It takes only
around 10 hours to beat the campaign, but it is an actionfilled 10 hours and the most difficult campaign out of the
series.
A good part of the Halo series is the online multi-player
games, where you can either team up with some friends or
go solo on the ultimate T-bagging experience yet. The core
concepts of past Halo online game-play have stayed the
same, but with new features, weapons and modes available,
it freshens up the online play to feel new.
Armor abilities and tweaked physics, along with what
Microsoft calls “Player Investment”, keep the gamer coming back more and more. Player investment works because
everything you do in the game, whether campaign or online,
gets you credit towards unlocking customizable features for
your Noble 6. At least they give you something for throwing

Gaming

Review

away so many hours towards one game.
Also, Bungie has put together weekly challenges for players to compete in for bragging rights. This new addition will
keep even the most run-of-the-mill player turning his XBOX
on weekly.
Halo has no big surprises in the online gameplay, only a
few tweaks, which is good because you should not fix something that isn’t broken.
Halo: Reach is a great game. Bungie did the necessary
tweaks to the game to put a lasting impression on the faithful
series followers. The graphics and sound are great as usual.
The online gameplay is never ending until you have to go to
bed. The campaign gets back to its original greatness as in
the original Halo.
This is a must-buy game if you have not bought it already.
I can not write down and try to explain everything that goes
on in the game, it needs to be played and experienced firsthand to get the final pleasure out of what most likely will be
the last Halo game.
Positives: Great graphics, music, campaign, online game-

STUDENTS WERE INVITED by the ROTC to take a look both outside and inside at a Black Hawk Thursday. The helicopter landed
on the HPER field, much to the surprise of the surrounding students. STERLING BOIN photo

A blatant but effective
network deemed “X-net” and
Staff the slogan “don’t trust anyone
“Little
tribute to George Orwell’s
GuyBrother”
XXXX over 25.” The teens, and even
classic novel “1984”, Cory
Doctorow’s 2008 Young
Grade: A- some precariously-positioned
Adult novel “Little Brother”
adults, see the results of the
plays on the fears of the geninitial attack as a basic violaeral population as well as the
tion of the Bill of Rights.
younger generation’s fightAlong with their technolback attitude.
ogy-based, internet-spread
The novel is set vaguely in
hacks and decryptions, the
Chelsey Gensel underground group pulls
the future, although it could
just as easily be some alterpublic stunts aimed at staying
nate version of the present. Doctorow excels unidentifiable while at the same time calling
at fudging the line by using well-known attention to the extreme measures police will
settings like San Francisco neighborhoods take to stop them from gathering.
with unfamiliar, advanced technology. In
Although their gas grenades and other
between, there are exaggerated versions of tactics are supposedly nonlethal, the city of
things we already know, like extra security in San Francisco is no stranger to injury and
high schools.
death before the war is over.
A proficient gamer, hacker and rebel,
There’s a little fun, a little romance and a
Marcus and his friends are out chasing a lead little becoming-an-adult thrown in to the mix
on a combination video-game and geo-cach- to fill out the dystopia, and I’d recommend it
ing treasure hunt when an explosion rocks for a weekend read, you won’t want to put it
the Bay and the chaos begins.
down for too long.
Marcus and his friends are taken captive
If you’ve read 1984 or any similarly-themed
by the Department of Homeland Security novels, this is a good addition to your reperdue to their proximity to the attack and their toire. However, it is, I’m sorry to say, not for
high-tech phones and gaming gear, and three the technologically inept, as some of the new
of four are released to a transformed San takes on already geektastic concepts might
Francisco complete with Patriot Act-gone- confuse the reader.
wrong security measures and exponentially
The good news is, anyone can give it a try,
high rates of arrest and interrogation.
as Doctorow has the entire book available
As news of the terrorist attack spreads, so free for download on his website under a
does the panic and the increased security. Creative Commons license.
Marcus starts an underground movement to
counteract the government and media fronts
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu
about what is happening to their city, finding
ways around gait-recognition software, IDsignatured public transportation passes and
even cell phone encryptions.
His goal is not only to prove the police and
military forces ineffective and even wrong,
but to find out what happened to that fourth
member of his gang – his best friend, Darryl.
The ensuing back-and-forth drama has just
the right amount of the post-9/11 xenophobia and fear of what’s next, balanced with the
political opposite, the battle for privacy and
that all-American freedom.
Doctorow makes it all believable, from the
character interactions to the way each plottwist unfolds, even the futuristic devices and
new version of cyberspace. I found myself
suspecting many of these things exist, and
we just don’t know about them yet.
Marcus and the other “rebels” with whom
he joins forces are constantly in danger as
local police and the DHS search for those
behind the disruptions in their security measures. They are in just as much jeopardy from
teachers and parents who see the government actions as for their own good and the
safety of themselves and their children.
They rally around a skillfully encrypted

Review

– billy.harlow@aggiemail.usu.edu

ROTC deafens the ears with a helicopter

New take on an old classic
Book

play and tweaks and accessories that were needed.
Negatives: Possibly needs more online maps. Wait for
expansion packs.
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Volleyball leashes Bulldogs in three-set rout
By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

The Utah State Aggies
(13-2, 1-1 WAC) defended
their home winning streak in
their first Western Athletic
Conference home game of
the season Thursday night.
Only a week removed from
falling hard to No. 5 Hawaii
on the road in three sets, the
Aggies returned the favor as
they defeated the Fresno State
Bulldogs in three sets (25-19,
25-17, 25-14).
Sophomore opposite side
hitter Shay Sorensen lead
the Aggies with 12 kills,
but it was the defense that
came up huge for the Aggies.
The Aggies came up with
14 block-assists and senior
middle blocker Katie Astle
led the Aggies with one solo
block and four block-assists.

“They have a really
good team and so we feel
really good about the way we
played. Being able to come
out and win solidly in three
sets was good for us,” Astle
said. “We know that when
we pass well and have our
offense clicking, it’s hard to
stop us. We always expect a
good game but we know that
we can really dominate if we
pass well.”
The first set saw five
ties and three lead changes
and both teams had a hard
time gaining any kind of
advantage. Junior outside
hitter Liz McArthur got one
of her four kills during the
first set to give the Aggies an
11-8 lead and the Bulldogs
called a timeout to try and
hold the Aggies close. The
Bulldogs were able to capitalize as freshman outside hitter
Korrin Wild hit an ace and a

kill to cut the Aggie to lead
to 12-11. The Aggies then rallied off four straight points
capped by a block from sophomore outside hitter Josselyn
White. The Aggies held the
lead for the remainder of the
set and McArthur scored
three of the last four points to
help the Aggies to a 25-19 victory in set one.
Set two was much of the
same. The Bulldogs kept
things close until the midpoint of the set. With the
set knotted at nine apiece,
Sorenson came up with a big
kill and McArthur added
a kill and block to give the
Aggies a 14-11 advantage.
After the Aggies extended
their lead to six, the Bulldogs
made a mini-run capped by a
block from senior outside hitter Kasey Van Grouw to cut
the lead to 20-17. The Aggies
would go on to rally off five

straight points and take set
two, 25-17.
In the third and final set,
the Bulldogs ran out of steam.
Sorenson got things going
in the right direction for the
Aggies with back-to-back
kills to start the set. White
and senior middle blocker
Shantell Durrant got into
the action, each pounding a
block. Senior setter Chelsea
Fowles had a great stretch
with four aces and a kill and
the Aggies ran their lead to
23-10. The Aggies finished
the set on a McArthur kill
and the Aggies won 25-14.
The Aggies dominated the
Bulldogs in many categories
but head coach Grayson
Dubose said he was especially
pleased with the Aggie serves
and crisp play.

- See WIN, page 9

More than a win on the line for USU, BYU

other game on the schedule.
“It is a home game, it is a big game,”
Busch said. “It doesn’t matter who the
opponent is, all we really care about is the
As if the 80th meeting of Brigham Young Aggies.”
and Utah State could get any more intriguDespite playing it cool, the stakes
ing, the Cougars (1-3, 0-1 MWC) and Aggies couldn’t be higher for Mendenhall or
(1-3, 0-1 WAC) will lace up the cleats tonight Andersen, who are each leading injurywith the knowledge that a loss could spell
riddled teams in the nationally televised
a swift end to any hope for a postseason
matchup. For Utah State, tonight’s game
berth.
represents a chance to break a
Just don’t tell the coaches
10-game losing streak to its infrom the two teams, who have “It is a home
state foe. For Brigham Young,
downplayed the importance of game, it is a
a win would give the Cougars
the fiercely contested rivalry. big game...It
much-needed momentum head“In my mind, (this) is not
ing into conference play. It’s
doesn’t mata make-or-break game,” said
momentum the Cougars could
ter who the
Cougar head coach Bronco
desperately use given their
Mendenhall, who has come
opponent is, all slow start to the season, the
under fire this season for
program’s worst since 2005.
we really care
employing a two-quarterback
BYU’s problems – which
about is the
system with freshman Jake
have been highlighted by an
Heaps and former Utah State Aggies”
anemic and turnover-prone
quarterback Riley Nelson.
Bill Busch, offense – were only compoundNelson is out for the season
USU defensive ed after last Saturday’s 27-13
because of injury; Heaps will
loss to Nevada. The Cougars lost
coordinator two key defensive starters in
start against the Aggies.
“Certainly a win is what
that game, linebacker Jameson
we’re shooting for and what we will prepare Frazier (15 tackles, 1.5 for a loss) and tackle
for, but I have said all along that I think this Romney Fuga (15 tackles, 0.5 sacks). The
is going to be a longer process than what
loss of the 6’2’’, 307-pound Fuga figures to
many would like it to be, but I think the
hit the Cougars especially hard, and leaves
direction is the right direction,” Mendenhall the middle of BYU’s otherwise stout defense
added.
susceptible to the Aggie running attack.
Utah State defensive coordinator
Aside from the two defensive injuries,
Bill Busch was singing a similar tune at
the Cougars will also be without tight end
Monday’s press conference, warning against O’Neill Chambers, who will be serving the
putting too much significance in the opposecond game of a two-game suspension. The
nent and the setting while maintaining that junior, who was moved to tight end from
tonight’s game is just as important as any
wide receiver prior to the team’s week three

Fun, Fit, Forever;
feeling the burn
By KAYLA CLARK
sports senior writer

UTAH STATE DEFENDERS chase down BYU running back Harvey Unga during last year’s game in Provo. The Aggies have lost ten
straight games to BYU, including a 35-17 loss to the Cougars in Provo last season. BYU (1-3) is off to its worst start since 2005 this year, and
without Unga, who was dismissed from the team prior to the season because of an honor code violation. Statesman file photo

By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

UTAH STATE WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL TEAM bounced
with a win over WAC foe Fresno State on Thursday night. The Aggie
hitters were led by junior outside hitter Liz McArthur and sophomore Shay Sorensen. BRANDON FONDA Photo

You have seen the posters
all around campus advertising
“FFF.” You have maybe heard
that exercise classes are available on campus. But what is Fun
Fit Forever?
Claire McConkie, the FFF
student director, defines Fun
Fit Forever as “an alternative
to the gym, and a perfect fit
for students.” The program is
a series of workout classes that
are taught every week to create
an accommodating way for students to stay healthy. Passes for
the semester run at only $25,
which is easily half a month’s
membership at a gym.
“It’s a great deal,” McConkie
said, “and it’s really tailored for
students.”
All FFF instructors are certified, and each has a different
personality.
“They all bring something
different to the table, and everyone can find an instructor that
they really click with, in a class
that suits them,” McConkie

said.
Classes offered include
Zumba, Yoga, Cross Fit, Power
Sculpt, and Step. I decided to
experiment with the classes,
and see if they could live up
to the hype. I started out with
Pilates, and after a long day
of class, work, interviews, and
homework, I approached Pilates
class begrudgingly and fatiguestricken. It was only 7:45, but I
was fantasizing about hitting
my pillow for 9 or 10 hours
when I laid out a mat and sat
Indian-style. Emily, the instructor, emerged and welcomed
us, talking about finding the
energy within our bodies, and
as I half-listened, I also made
a mental list of all the things
I had to do when I returned
home.
As we started our first exercise, I found my body instantly
becoming engaged. The calm
coos of the instructor filling my
ears in contrast with the struggle of my muscles to uphold the

- See FIT, page 9

Quick hits: Brigham Young at Utah State
6 P.M. MST
Merlin Olsen Field at
Romney Stadium
ESPN,
ESPN3.com
(1-3, 0-1 MWC)
Setting the Stage: Utah State
(1-3), coming off an embarrassing 41-7 defeat at San Diego
State, will be trying to defy of
10 straight losses to their in
state rival by defeating the BYU
Cougars. The Cougars (1-3) are
off to their worst start since
2005, which was Cougar head
coach Bronco Mendenhall’s
first year at the helm. BYU will
be down two defensive starters
for this game after losing 27-13
to No. 25 Nevada last week, and
will also be without tight end/

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

wide receiver O’Neill Chambers.
The Aggies have injury concerns
of their own, and will not have
Spencer Johnson – the team’s
best offensive lineman – in the
lineup.
When BYU has the ball:
Expect the Cougars to rely often
on multifaceted running back
J.J. DiLuigi. Luigi has been the
go-to guy for BYU on offense
this year, tallying 332 yards
rushing, 200 receiving, and
three touchdowns. BYU will

matchup against Florida State, had caught
five balls this season.
While Utah State will be facing a wounded and slumping Cougar team, the Aggies
aren’t in much better shape. The optimism
after the team’s near-upset of nationally
ranked Oklahoma in week one has since
faded in back to back losses to Fresno State
and San Diego State, with the most recent

(1-3, 0-1 WAC)
be starting true freshman Jake
Heaps at quarterback. Heaps
was alternating behind center
with former Aggie and Logan
High product Riley Nelson,
but an injury to Nelson against
Florida State has ended the
Nelson’s season. Heaps threw
for 229 yards, no touchdowns
and no interceptions in week
four’s defeat to the Wolf Pack.
Cody Hoffman (13 catches,

- See QUICK HITS, page 9

setback occurring in blowout fashion. Not
only did the Aggies give up 28 unanswered
points to the Aztecs to begin the game,
but the team suffered another major injury
when left tackle Spencer Johnson went
down.
Johnson, a four-year starter and USU’s

-See MUST WIN, page 9
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These ladies can play, but against a guy?
This is the first installment of
Rhett Wilkinson’s diary chronicling his ongoing play on the USU
women’s basketball scout team.
I can’t believe it’s been
over a week since I’ve been
doing this.
When asked by the sports
staff a couple of weeks ago
to chronicle my experiences
while playing for the scout
team at women’s basketball
practice, I jumped on the
opportunity. But that’s not
to say no hesitations crossed
my mind.
Sure, in July, I had come
this close to accepting an
invitation from Hartnell
College, a junior college basketball team in California’s
bay area.
Sure, once I recognized
that the option would have
been a bit too expensive for
this penny-pincher, I wanted to continue to ‘live the
dream’ as a college student
by playing the game at a recognizable and showcased
level.
Sure, I wanted to play at
the famed Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum, but Hartnell
College included an actual
spot on the roster, with the
truth that I would play in the
actual games. It promised
balmy weather and professional sports at just about
every turn, rather than endless walls of snow and the

A Man
Amongst
Women

Rhett Wilkonson

nearest professional team
over an hour away.
And, oh yeah, Hartnell
College was a men’s team.
Now, let’s establish the
fact that basketball is basketball. From my little brother’s
Junior Jazz team, to Sky View
High School, to the disheveled University of Utah men’s
team to LeBron James, they
all have the same objective:
to, as I quote my own high
school coach, “put the round
thing in the round thing.”
But could I do that around
a bunch of women? And I
don’t mean that I would
struggle because I wasn’t
even allowed to touch a girl
for a couple of years, let
alone bang around in the
post with one for a couple of
hours straight.
Then there’s the other natural trepidations. Will I dominate and look like a jerk?
Will I be dominated and feel
like a fool? C’mon guys, we
all know that man-pride is
something that does not like
to be messed with.
After a week’s worth of
practices, I am proud, yet

regret at the same time, to
say that I’ve experienced a
little bit of both.
There was walking into
HPER room 209 Wednesday
and seeing a blonde woman
with obvious leadership
skills, not knowing her as
head coach Raegan Pebley.
Probably would’ve been a
good idea to have studied up
on that before walking into
the gym.
There was being matched
up against sophomore center Bonna Diop, who at 6’6”
is the tallest player on the
team. Mental note to myself
at the time: “At 6’6” myself,
have I ever encountered a
girl my height? Don’t think
so.”
Then there was the thrill
of having a play drawn up
for me to, naturally, drain a
three-pointer off the elbow
from a pass from Diop. And,
naturally, I jacked it up and
didn’t even draw rim, the ball
careening to the other side
of the court after slamming
against the backboard.
I kept telling myself it was
the size 6 women’s regulation ball – as opposed to a
size 7, men’s regulation ball
– that was the cause for such
an atrocity. Couldn’t have
been that my Jaycee Carrollesque form may just be a
little bit broken.
Then came Thursday,
and more importantly, The

Must win: Aggies banged up
-continued from page 8
best offensive lineman, is expected to
miss a significant amount of time due to
the injury. According to USU center Tyler
Larsen, Johnson’s injury is a major setback
for a team that lost its top running back and
wide receiver even before the year began,
although the members of the offensive line
have confidence that they can move on with
the season.
“Obviously it’s a big loss for us,” Larsen
said. “We have confidence in everyone who
plays on the field with us. If one guy goes
down we know that there is another talented
player coming in to replace him. We are
very comfortable with our offensive line.”
The Aggies have several other personnel
question marks going into the game, including the status of linebacker Junior Keiaho,
who missed last Saturday’s game while serving a suspension. Likewise, kicker/punter
Peter Caldwell’s status remains up in the
air, while it remains to be seen if bangedup defensive backs Chris Randle and Rajric
Coleman will be able to play the entire
game. Even with the injury toll, Busch said
there is no excuse for not executing, and
refused to attribute USU’s lack of success
this season to injuries.
“We have a lot of injuries, there is no

doubt about that,” he said. “There are a lot
of guys not playing in the game, but that
will never come up in our conversation. We
get 11 guys out there and they just need to
play.”
Beating BYU would be the ideal place
to start if Utah State is to turn the season
around. With No. 3 Boise State and No. 25
Nevada still on the schedule, the Aggies face
a daunting second half of the season, with
each win now becoming all the more important if the Aggies are going to get to the prerequisite six wins to become bowl eligible.
Nevertheless, even with the feeling that
the clock may be ticking on their oncepromising start, USU’s players are taking
the season one game at a time, and attempting to stay even-keel even amidst the excitement of playing one of the school’s biggest
rivals.
“It’s a big game,” Larsen said. “It’s been a
long time since Utah State would dominate
and win these games. Right now we need
this game to bounce back. Obviously it’s an
in-state rival and we want to start winning
these games.”
– adamnettina@aggiemail.usu.edu

Quick Hits: BYU at USU
-continued from page 8

152 yards, 1 TD) and Luke
Ashworth (11 receptions) have
been two of Heaps’ favorite targets through the air.
When USU has the ball: One
of the few bright spots in last
week’s blowout defeat at San
Diego State was the play of
receiver Dontel Watkins, who
had five receptions for 51 yards
against the stout Aztec defense.
Watkins has 18 catches for
242 yards and 2 TDs on the
season. Running back Derrvin
Speight (54 carries, 230 yards,
2 TDS for season) also rushed
for 51 yards on just 11 carries
against SDSU and will need
to take an increased workload
along with Kerwynn Williams
(105 rushing yards) if starter
Michael Smith isn’t ready to go.
After receiving seven balls for
98 yards in the first two games
of the season ( but just three
receptions for 18 yards in the
past two) the Aggies will need
receiver Xavier Martin to step
up.
X-Factor: Quarterback
Diondre Borel must continue
the running success that Air
Force’s Tim Jefferson (43 yards),
Florida State’s Christian Ponder
(50 yards), and Nevada’s Colin
Kaepernick (82 yards) all had
in dominating wins over the
struggling Cougars. BYU hasn’t
proven that they can contain
the opponent’s ground game,
with all three of their winning

opponents having rushed for
at least 239 yards against the
Cougar defense. Running is
a huge part of Borel’s game,
and he ought to be able to rely
on that strength to add salt to
a glaring Cougar wound. It’s
not like Borel has been shy of
scrambling lately: 35 of his 54
carries for the season have come
in the past two games.
Crunching Numbers: Cougar
QB Jake Heaps is one of just
seven true freshmen in the
Football Bowl Subdivision
(FBS)…BYU has won its last
12 games in which the final
outcome was decided by eight
points or less, the longest active
streak in one-possession games
in the FBS... Borel started his
25th straight game against
SDSU, which leads the team.
Linebacker Bobby Wagner is
second at 19 straight. Offensive
lineman Spencer Johnson
leads in total games played at
35... Eight true freshmen have
played for USU this season.
Three debuted against San
Diego State... USU’s scoreless
first quarter was the second
time this season that the
Aggie’s were held scoreless in
the opening stanza, also doing
so at Oklahoma on Sept. 4...
Borel has now surpassed the
400 career completion and
700 career pass attempts milestones, becoming the seventh
USU QB to do so for both categories... freshman PK Braeden

Loveless tallied his first USU
career point with his thirdquarter PAT
Statesman Prediction: The
Aggies surprised many in their
blowout loss last week in San
Diego. Not many expected that
sort of outcome from a team
that has been touted to become
the first Aggie club to reach
a bowl game since 1997. The
Aggies have lost six starters
to injury since training camp,
and three since they opened at
Oklahoma. But two - defensive
backs Rajric Coleman and Chris
Randle - may be back in time
for the Cougars, while now the
injury bug is hitting BYU, something they can’t handle with
an already largely young and
inexperienced team on both
sides of the ball. Veteran leadership is not something BYU can
claim over the Aggies - nor their
record either. The Utah Ute
defenses – which were led by
current Aggie head coach Gary
Andersen - have slowed down
Cougar offenses in recent years,
so it’s not like he’s unfamiliar
with BYU’s system. If Borel can
prey on the Cougars’ porous
rushing defense, the Aggies will
deliver a treat to Cache Valley
and the likely field-storming
can ensue. Aggies, 23-20.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Spectrum. A deep breath on
the court amidst its beautiful
orange/yellow/random color
seats wasn’t quite enough
to suppress the thrill. It was
just at that moment that I
had to remind myself that
thousands of students here
would love to be doing the
same thing.
Thirty minutes that day
after practice to shoot
on my own – and to be
burned by senior guard Alice
Coddington in a dribble-drive
drill a few times – still wasn’t
quite enough to get me used
to that hallowed arena, not
to mention to get me used to
that dang ball. (At this point I
hear the distant voice of Jerry
Sloan: “excuses, excuses...”)
I may have been able to
have saved face for the men
a couple of times. After playing defender in a post ...
uh ... women’s drill, coach
Pebley says to me, “you
can try to block their shots,
you know.” I gladly took the
notice and swatted a few,
beginning with – I’m actually embarrassed to say this
– a stuff that sent senior forward Stacey Howard to the
ground. Yeah, not proud of

that. But it was without foul.
I feel better about mentioning it because, on Howard’s
next turn, she promptly took
the pass, went straight into
my chest full-momentum,
powering to the hoop with
a nice bank-shot that scored.
Admittedly, I did fade back
a bit after she had powered
forward. The best was when
she gave me a victory yell, all
in jest, before yielding to the
next player’s turn.
What can I say? The first
week has involved its share of
thrills and embarrassments.
Main lesson learned, week
one: these girls are tough.
Secondary lesson learned:
who needs the Bay Area
when you can spend that
time in Logan helping such
a great group nab a WAC
Championship this year?
I guess there is satisfaction to be found in this after
all.
But get back to me with that
whole shooting-a-size-6-ball
thing.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.
usu

Win: Volleyball stays hot
-continued from page 8

“I thought we served the
heck out of the ball and I
thought it kept those guys
on their heels,” Dubose said.
“For us it comes down to
serve, serve-receive. If we can
pass well and be in-system
then we can hit for some nice
percentages. If we can pass
well and take teams out of
system then the rest will fall
into place.”
The Bulldogs were fraught
with errors and scrambling
all night, but the Aggies
played smart and mostly
error free.
“We didn’t make a bunch
of errors,” DuBose said. “We
didn’t go blast the ball into
the net a bunch. We didn’t
get as many kills as we would
like, but we didn’t make any
stupid errors either.”
The Aggies host the
San Jose State Spartans
on Saturday night. Game
time is set for 7 p.m. at the
Spectrum.

– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

Fit: Student workout challenge
-continued from page 8
pose provide a kind of relaxing
tension. The pilates are challenging, but not overwhelming.
“Alright everyone, thank you
for coming,” says the instructor. The words come much too
soon. That was a full half hour?
I need at least a half hour more.
But my fatigue is curbed and
my core feels tight.
I venture to Cross-Fit a few
days later. The atmosphere is
a complete turn-around from
Pilates. Energy is sparking
throughout the room, upbeat
music blasts. We spend an hour
in intense circuits – sweating,
muscles burning. Seth, the
instructor, flits around the
room to make sure everyone’s
form is correct and we’re getting everything we can out of
his class.
I must have burned a lot of
calories in that class, because by
the time I make it home, I feel
like my body is hollow and I am
famished. Of course, I do feel
that way often.
Yoga, one of the most popular classes that FFF offers, is
the perfect mix of challenging
and familiar. The main focus
in this particular class is to
raise awareness about the body
– what it is telling you and how
it is feeling. The meditation at
the end put me right to sleep, a
sure sign the class is a good one.
Spinning is my next
endeavor. I consider myself
moderately in shape – I work
out on a regular basis – but this

class was genuinely hard. After
the 60 minutes of intervals and
sprints, my legs are shaking,
and the steps to the second
floor of the business building
seem like an endless staircase.
The endorphins from the challenge hit me soon after, though,
and I resolve to attend the class
again, to build my endurance,
and hopefully make my legs
look like the ones of the lady
spinning next to me.
Kickboxing comes last.
Emily Smith, the instructor, is
about 5’0’’ of pure energy, and
keeps the class upbeat and energized. The class is a great cardio
workout – especially if you
pretend like you’re in Fight Club
while executing each punch and
kick.
After a few days, a couple of
side effects – including soreness
– hit me, but I already feel more
energized, more toned and
motivated to continue to attend
classes.
What do other students
think about FFF?
Emily, a senior in civil
engineering, said, “The classes
are oriented towards students
– either in the morning or evenings, only 50 minutes long, on
campus, and they are fun!”
She said she participated in
Fun Fit Forever before becoming one of the instructors.
“I wanted to continue to be
involved in the program,” she
said.
Alexa Jensen, freshman

majoring in special education,
said she just started taking Fun
Fit Forever classes this semester.
She said she found out about
the program during her week at
SOAR, and has been going ever
since.
“It’s easier to do this than
to go to the gym. You have a
teacher pushing you and showing you the right ways to do the
exercises, and it’s a lot more fun
than just going to the gym,” she
said.
Sammy Robinson, who is a
freshman in nursing, said she
found out about FFF through
SOAR as well. Her advice?
“Even if you don’t feel like working out, you need to make yourself go. You love it once you get
there.”
The FFF classes provide
a great alternative to taking
exercise classes (for credit) on
campus as well.
“With FFF, you don’t fail a
class after not attending a few
times. You go whenever you
feel like it, and whenever it
fits your schedule. That whole
convenience factor is huge,”
McConkie said.
So take it from me: Fun fit
forever will bring your fitness
to the next level, and at $25 a
semester it is arguably the best
workout deal you can get.
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.
edu
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State your case: Statesman weekly sports debate
Who wins tonight’s
game?
Brigham Young (1-3) or
Utah State (1-3)
The Statesman sports writers weigh in.
Do you have an opinion? Let everyone know with a
comment on the article at www.utahstatesman.com

Mark Israelsen
Tyler Huskinson
BYU RUNNING BACK J.J. DILUIGI currently leads the
Cougars in both rushing and receiving. Statesman file photo

BYU still too strong

Tavin Stucki
Kayla Clark

Matt Sonnenberg
Adam Nettina
Steve Schwartzman
Jace Miller

THE UTAH STATE DEFENSE will look to contain BYU quarterback Jake Heap. Statesman file photo

Aggies finally break through

First of all,
let’s get
one thing
straight: I
want USU
to win this
game.
However,
if BYU
were to
win the
game,
here are the reasons why:
The Aggie-Cougar rivalry
goes way back, and BYU has
a history of beating Utah
State. Today’s game marks
the 80th time these teams
have squared off and BYU
has the overall edge at 4333-3. The Cougars have won
10 straight games against

USU and in many cases,
football included, old habits
die hard. Despite its bad
start this year, BYU has all
the confidence and swagger going into this game
because of its past dominance.
Going down in week
three with a shoulder injury
was the worst thing to happen to QB Riley Nelson’s
season, but it may just
have been the best thing
to happen to the Cougars’
season. Losing Nelson gave
coach Bronco Mendenhall
no choice but to start true
freshman Jake Heaps, solving his quarterback conundrum and allowing Heaps
to gain valuable experience.

Since Nelson went down,
Heaps has been steadily
improving and now has a
chance for a break-out game
against an Aggie secondary that was shredded by
San Diego State QB Ryan
Lindley for 362 yards and 3
TDs.
Utah State’s defense has
definitely been sub-par this
season, allowing 32.5 points
per game and now BYU has
the chance to come in and
get their offense back in
sync. BYU running back J.J.
Di Luigi has been solid this
year averaging 133 yards
of total offense per game,
and look for him to have a
big game against the Aggies
“D.”

Most years, seeing Utah
State at a record of 1-3
wouldn’t feel at all like a disappointment. Along those
same lines, seeing BYU at 13 would appear to be a massive failure given how their
program has performed in
recent years.
The year 2010 isn’t most
years, though, and in many
ways, it can be argued that
Utah State has indeed fallen
a bit short of expectations
by only notching one victory
over the first four games of
the season. On that same
hand, given BYU’s schedule,
they almost have to be happy
with 1-3 given how close they
were to being 0-4.
One team is out to prove

that its program is indeed
seeing a long-sought resurgence, while one is out to
prove that its program isn’t
in a free-fall during its last
year before going independent and taking on a whole
different kind of challenge
as a program.
Just like last week, I am
sticking to the team with a
chip on its shoulder.
Despite the injuries, Utah
State’s players and coaches
know that a win Friday
could be the kind of victory
that shifts the momentum
strong enough in the Aggies’
favor to make this program’s
resurgence a certainty,
rather than a question that
remains to be answered.

The team
knows that
its name will
be remembered
for a
long
time
as the
team
to
knock
BYU
down to third in the pecking
order of college football in
the state of Utah.
That chip on the shoulder
should be just enough to
combine with USU’s coaching and talent to make for a
special night in Logan.

First and
foremost, this
game officially
lost all excitement for
me as
of last
Saturday
evening,
after both
teams fell to
1-3. I know
it’s an instate rival, but you might as well
fork that thing over to the Utes
right now. As a final disclaimer,
I absolutely loathe the Brigham
Young Cougars (1-3, 0-1 MWC),
end of story.
However, when the fourth

quarter is over on Friday night,
BYU will have defeated the
Utah State Aggies (1-3, 0-1). The
injury bug has not been in favor
of the Aggies and several key
players will most likely not be
playing on Friday. Even if they
are, they won’t be performing at
100 percent. The injuries may be
the final and fatal tipping point.
The Aggies will be without
many of their key players and
will be relying on many inexperienced players including true
freshmen.
Statistically, the Aggies
have many advantages over the
Cougars. Over four games they
have averaged 379 yards per
game and just over 23 points

per game while the Cougars
have average 300 yards per
game while only scoring about
15 points per game. Both teams
have serious defensive issues,
but the Aggies have struggled
the most, allowing opponents to
score about 32 points per game.
The Cougars aren’t much better
though, allowing 28 points per
game.
The true tipping point of
this game will occur on special
teams, and until the Aggies
prove otherwise, they are in
deep trouble. Don’t throw the
tomatoes or any other rotten
food at me, but the Cougars will
come out on top on the national
stage Friday night, 27-24.

Pardon me, but I have
to go incredibly old school
on all of you. At the risk of
exposing my regular and preferred Friday night pastime
of watching Disney movies, I
feel it necessary to quote the
Little Giants: “One time.”
It doesn’t just apply to
Danny O’Shea beating his
big, gum-chewing brother,
Kevin, up Cherry Tree Lane
in a bike rice, or the lovable Giants running the
“Annexation of Puerto Rico”
to perfection against a
defense composed of future
marines, but it will also
apply tonight, when Utah
State upsets Brigham Young.

And make no mistake about
it, because even at 1-3, BYU
is still a formidable foe, and
a USU win would still constitute an upset.
The Aggies have suffered
some devastating injuries, to
be sure, but so has BYU. Both
teams have struggled with
ball control at times this
year, and have made mental
lapses on special teams. So
what will the X-factor be?
Quarterback play. And
when given the choice
between atheltic, veteran
Diondre Borel playing in
front on supporters, and a
true (albeit very talented)
freshman in BYU’s Jake

Heaps, I’ll
take the former any day
of the week.
Hey, BYU
will be
back
on top
soon
enough,
and when
it comes
to future
games, the team with the
national recruiting base likely wins out. But they don’t
make Disney movies for no
reason, folks. Mark it down:
one time.

Let’s face it, the three teams
BYU has lost to this season
are good teams. Except for
the loss at Oklahoma, Florida
State has only allowed 16
points, Nevada is now ranked
No. 25 in the AP poll, and Air
Force only lost to Oklahoma
by a field goal.
Utah State hasn’t even
been good enough to go to a
bowl game since 1997! The
Aggies are on the rise with
coach Andersen, but even in
an “up” year in Logan, it’s still
not good enough to beat BYU
in a down year. Diondre Borel
and the team looked good the
first two weeks, but what have
they done since then? Utah
State just isn’t there yet. With
last week’s embarrassment
at San Diego State (41-7) and
the loss two weeks ago against
56. Since then, the Cougars
have dominated our football
team every year USU has
played them – losing by an
average of 25.3 points. That’s
not a lucky touchdown
– that’s a talent difference.
Qualcomm stadium last
week was, to say the least,
an ugly sight. Coach Gary
Anderson even said that
there were no redeeming
spots for USU, which managed only 245 total offensive
yards.
BYU is already a nerveracking game for the USU
football players. Heaven

Fresno State (41-24), the blowout against Idaho State and
the close game at Oklahoma
don’t seem all that impressive anymore. All this talk
about a bowl game had me
excited, but it’s just an inspiring dream that gets all of us
USU students excited to go to
Romney Stadium. Honestly,
how many people would even
be going to the game this
weekend if it wasn’t against
the team that everyone loves
to hate?
It pains me as much to
say it as it does everyone else
to hear it, but the Aggies are
facing their fourth loss of the
season, and kissing their bowl
game chances goodbye. BYU
wins in front of a huge visiting
crowd wearing stolen Cougar
blue, 35-14.
knows how badly every student wants them to crush
the Y, and for all ESPN viewers to see. That’s a lot of
pressure, and coming back
after a defeat like the team
had at SDSU last weekend,
the morale of USU football
team is not going to be redhot. Granted, BYU had a
pretty bad loss last weekend
as well. But worse than 41-7?
I’m afraid not. They only lost
27-13.
BYU’s 1-3 record is
promising to Aggie fans, no
doubt. But a win? I’m sorry.
Don’t hold your breath.

Now, I’m not saying this
is going to be anything
near a cakewalk, and in
reality the game could go
either way. But if the Aggies
ever have any chance to
properly down the Cougars
on turf – and not the hardwood – that time is now.
Although Diondre
Borel’s boys have suffered
two tough losses in a row,
they are still a competitive
team and have shown they
can hold up with big teams
on a good night. Let’s look
at the pros and cons.
Pros: BYU is a struggling
team which can’t seem to
get its feet on the ground,
not to mention being stuck
in a major quarterback
fiasco. The Aggies are play-

ing on home soil, which
should gain some extra
advantage this week – a
visit from our friends in
Happy Valley may cause
Romney Stadium to feel a
little more Spectrum-esque.
To top it off, the Aggies
have a smarter quarterback
than they’ve had in years,
a stronger receiver set than
they’ve had in a while, and
a beefier offensive line than
possibly, well, ever.
Cons: BYU is a smart
team which may be able
to perform well amid the
crowd. If the Aggies show
the same playing style as
the last two weeks, converting on third down may be a
doozy with a Cougar D-line
that usually looks more like

a Polynesian luau.
Worst of all
is the possibility Jake
Heaps, as just
a true freshman,
suddenly turns
into the
second
coming of Ty Detmer. Then
we’re all doomed.
All in all, the Aggies
have a BYU squad they can
match up with if they play
on all cylinders. Throw in a
roaring crowd, a few Gary
Andersen fist pumps, and a
little fairy dust and I’ll take
USU over BYU, 27-24.

USU will bring its “Agame” and come out on top
against BYU this week. BYU is
in total free-fall right now at
1-3. While the Aggies are also
1-3, consider this: BYU got
pushed around by a Florida
State team, 34-10, while FSU
got absolutely embarrassed by
No. 8 Oklahoma 47-17. USU
kept it close with Oklahoma
with a score of 24-31 and
almost got the upset. If the
Aggies can harness the energy
and will that they had against
OU, then there’s no way they
can’t beat the Cougars. That
energy shouldn’t be hard to

obtain since everyone on the
football team and all the fans
want to stick it to BYU, especially at home.
On another note, BYU lost
Riley Nelson for the season
with a shoulder injury, forcing them to start true freshman Jake Heaps. BYU is 100th
in overall offense a week
after the loss of Nelson, who
shared snaps with Heaps until
that point in the season. USU,
on the other hand, is 50th
in the nation in total offense
and that’s after the loss to San
Diego last week. The team
has done that despite injuries

to Robert
Turbin,
Stanley
Morrison,
and Matt
Austin – the
three
best
offensive
weapons at
USU besides Diondre Borel.
This will be a good matchup
and will come down to the
wire, but the Aggies have the
edge in this one.

Come on
guys, I have
as much
or more
school
pride than
any other
blueblooded
Aggie,
but
let’s
be realistic here. Yeah, BYU
is having a down year, but
the quarterback mess has
been cleaned up. Jake Heaps
is taking all the snaps for the
Cougars now, and he’s getting
better fast. BYU wouldn’t start
a true freshman unless he was
the real deal, even if they were
in a rebuilding year, and even
if Riley Nelson got injured.
It would
certainly be
exciting to see
Utah State
beat the
Cougars
this
season.
However,
I am a
realist –
not a traitor. If I were to put money
on the game, I would have to
put it on BYU.
When was the last time
USU beat BYU? It was in
1993, and the score was 58-

Check out all the jobs, apartments, books, furniture,
services ... and more at www.utahstatesman.com/classifieds
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Page 11 Pearls Before Swine • Steve Pastis

comics.

Dilbert • S. Adams

Flight Deck • Waldower Bizarro • Piraro

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Chuckles Bros. • Boychuk & Boychuck

Dilbert • Scott Adams

F-Minus • T. Carillo
Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Out on a Limb • Kopervas

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller srweller@cc.usu.edu

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

Winner this week was an
ANONYMOUS entry:
“Well, we like your tumbling and your
enthusiasm, but yelling ‘We’re a bunch
of chickens’ is frowned upon.”
We need more entries. You thought of
something funny. Admit it! Now next
time send it in. Winner gets a free meal
at Pupuseria! Watch Monday for another chance to win!

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR 535 3TUDENTS
#HECK OUT WHATS THERE AT WWWUTAH
STATESMANCOMCLASSIFIEDS 0LACE YOUR
OWN AD   )TS EASY *UST PENNIES TO
PUT IN 4HE 3TATESMAN TOO

Last Ditch Effort • Kroes

www.a-bay-usu.com
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tanker average $1.55-$1.90/mile paid to
XFDQ RI
EULGJH
&RXUW
'LVFRXQWHG RYHU 
20 ACRE
RANCHES,
truck all miles. Salt Lake City Orienta&RVW  ZLOO VHOO IRU  &DOO
near
booming
El
Paso,
Texas.
Road
Sur)LQDQFLDO%85,(',1'(%7:HFDQKHOS
tion and Dispatch 800-248-7725 www.
0HOLVVDPHOLVVDZKLS
veyed. $15,900 $200/down $159/mth. 6DYHWKRXVDQGV HOLPLQDWH\RXUGHEW
primeinc.com (ucan)1of1
SOH#DJJLHPDLOXVXHGX
Money back guarantee. Free maps & XS WR  &DOO QRZ IRU IUHH FRQVXO
Pictures 1-800-343-9444. No credit WDWLRQ  /LVWHG ZLWK WKH
0,6&)256$/(
DRIVER-CDL TRAINING:
%%% XFDQ RI
checks!! (ucan) 3of3
$0 down, financing by Central Refriger,QFUHGLEOH GHDOV LQ VWRUH ZZZMHQVRQ
ated. Company Drivers earn average
+HDOWK
ERRNVRQOLQHFRP
of $40k/year. Owner operators average
For Sale

$60k/year. 800-637-9277 x 447 www.
,) <28 86(' 7<3(  GLDEHWHV GUXJ
centraldrivingjobs.net (ucan) 1of1
$YDQGLD EHWZHHQ  SUHVHQW DQG
HOT-TUB...DELUXE 2008
VXIIHUHG D VWURNH KHDUW DWWDFN RU
Neckjets,Therapy
Seat,Full
Warranty,Many
FRQJHVWLYH KHDUW IDLOXUH \RX PD\ EH
DRIVERS - ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Jets. Never Used! Can Deliver, WORTH HQWLWOHG WR FRPSHQVDWLRQ $WWRUQH\
2297 North
Logan
$5950,
SELL Main,
$1950.
801-288-4123 &KDUOHV -RKQVRQ 
753-6444
www.lifespasofutah.com
(ucan)4of4
XFDQ RI
A CASH COW!
Soda/Snack All cash vending business $17,440 801.593.0084 (ucan) 1of1

Help Wanted

House for Rent

Statewide ads

Apartments

Misc. 4 Sale

+HOS:DQWHG

e found at
tesman.com

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES

;V`:[VY`.
+HPS`!!
:H[!!

2UPNO[HUK+H`
7.
+HPS` !
56 !VU:\UKH`

;^PSPNO[:HNH!
,JSPWZL7.
+HPS`! !
56 !VU:\UKH`

;HRLYZ7.
+HPS`!!
:H[!!

:VYJLYLY»Z
(WWYLU[PJL 7.
+HPS`!!
:H[!!

9HTVUH )Laa\Z
.+HPS`!
:H[!!

:JV[[7PSNYPT]Z
>VYSK7.
+HPS` !
56 !VU:\UKH`Z

,H[7YH`3V]L7.
+HPS` !
56 !VU:\UKH`Z

&86720(56(59,&( SRVL
WLRQV DYDLODEOH ,00(',$7(/< QR H[
SHULHQFH UHTXLUHG &DOO WR VFKHGXOH D
WHOHSKRQHRULQSHUVRQLQWHUYLHZ
%HVWRI8WDKFRP XFDQ RI
'5,9(56&'/75$,1,1*FDUHHUFHQWUDO
:H WUDLQ DQG HPSOR\ \RX &RPSDQ\
GULYHUVXSWR.ILUVW\HDU1HZWHDP
SD\8SWRFPLOH&ODVV$&'/WUDLQ
LQJ UHJLRQDO ORFDWLRQV 
ZZZFHQWUDOGULYLQJMREVQHW
XFDQ 
RI
:$17 :25." +HDY\ (TXLSPHQW 2S
HUDWRUV DQG &ODVV $ &'/ 'ULYHUV DUH
LQ GHPDQG *HW \RXU WUDLQLQJ DQG
FHUWLILFDWLRQV DW 868&(8%ODQGLQJ
DQG ODQG WKH MRE \RX GHVHUYH 
([W2U
XFDQ RI

Order any Two Entrees
andisget
A Great Meal
NO PUZZLE at

20%
OFF!

With completed puzzle,
receive One Free Entree
in a combination dinner.
(With this coupon. Exp. 12-14-08)
1RWYDOLGZLWKRWKHURIILHUV'LQHLQRQO\
:LWKFRXSRQ([SLUHV

890 No. Main • 753-7889
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Today’s Issue

Friday

Oct. 1
Today is Friday, Oct. 1,
2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Kyle Tuttle, a pre-dental
freshman from Fillmore,
Utah.

Today in History:
October 1, 1908,
the first production
Model T Ford is completed at the company’s Piquette Avenue
plant in Detroit.
Between 1908 and
1927, Ford would
build some 15 million
Model T cars.

The Major Fair will be held on
Oct. 1 in the TSC International
Lounge from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Come learn about the variety of
majors, minors, and degree programs available at USU. Enter
the drawing for great prizes!
This event is designated as an
Aggie Passport opportunity.
More info available in TSC 304.

FREE Flu shots for USU
Benefit-eligible employees on
Oct. 7 from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the TSC Ballroom. Pre-register at
http://flushots.usu.edu/
The 2010 Senior Gift Bike
Rack dedication will be held on
Oct. 4 at 1:30 p.m. north of the
Natural Resources Building.
On Oct. 27 from 6-7 p.m. in
room 507 of the University Inn,
visiting scholar Dr. Audrey Osler
will be giving a presentation on
human rights. All are welcome.
Don’t miss the films you want
to see most by registering now
to purchase Festival Passes and
Ticket Packages. Discover priority Passes designed for locals.
Registration ends Oct. 13. Visit
www.sundance.org/festival/tickets/locals/.
Weight Watchers at Work
Program. Sign up for the first class
of the 12-week session for $135.
Classes are held every Thursday at
11:45 a.m. in TSC 335. For more
info contact shannon.johnson@
usu.edu.
The USU Middle Eastern Club
is going to have a discussion panel
on “Islam Basics” on Oct. 5 at
University Inn room 507 at 7 p.m.
Come, participate and exchange
ideas about Middle East, Islam and
politics.
On Oct. 21 will be the first of
several free cover concerts this
year from IMC. Just call your songs
in by posting on our facebook
page by searching for Independent
Music Club.
Stokes Nature Center invites
adults to Fall Photography, led
by local photographer Jim Parrish.
This two-day course held Oct. 1-2
will include outdoor evening basics
followed by a morning shoot.
Registration required. Call 7553239.

Workshop series

Saturday

Prep courses

Oct. 2

- Women’s Tennis, USU Invitational,
All Day
- Women’s Volleyball vs. San Jose State,
7 p.m.
- The Cripple of Inishmaan, Caine Lyric
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Weather
High: 89° Low: 41°
Skies: Sunny

You need to know....

- Cross Country at Notre Dame
Invitational, All Day
- Women’s Tennis, USU Invitational, All
Day
- Major Fair, TSC Lounge, 10 a.m.
- Business Week Convocation, BUS 215,
12:30 p.m.
- Business Week Tailgate Party, Stadium
Parking, 5 p.m.
- Football vs. BYU, 6 p.m.
- Women’s Soccer at Louisiana Tech, 6
p.m.
- The Cripple of Inishmaan, Caine Lyric
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Almanac

Upcoming Academic Resource
Center Workshop Series every
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in TSC
335 starting Oct. 6. This ongoing workshop series will address
psychological issues that impact
academic success. For questions or additional information,
please contact 797-1128.
LSAT and GRE Prep Courses
are available! Tuesday’s and
Thursdays from Sept. 14 to Oct.
21. LSAT is 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
and GRE is 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. For
more info visit conference.usu.
edu/lsat or call 797-0423.

USU Lacrosse

USU Lacrosse team is holding a
blue vs. white Team Scrimmage
on Oct. 8 at 4:30 p.m. Come to
play a fun full game of lacrosse
full pads. Contact the coach if
you are interested or have questions: dandtmercer@yahoo.
com.

Pumpkin day

Monday

Oct. 4

- Men’s Golf at Wolfpack Classic, All
Day
- Senior Gift Dedication, 1:30 p.m.

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Major fair

You-pick pumpkin patch day
at the Student Organic Farm!
Come and pick a pumpkin and
help us raise money for the
farm. Located at 800 E. and
1750 N. on Oct. 9 from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Prices will vary with
size.

Boot camp

Matt’s Employee Boot Camp. six
weeks of “fun” starts Sept. 28 on
T and Th from 12-1 p.m. Meets
in the fieldhouse, cost is $20 per
person. For details: caroline.
shugart@usu.edu.

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

Coupon
Corner
155
Church
Street
517
E 100
S
Logan
•
752-5260
(435) 752-5260

FREE
Appetizer
Ask about our
Date Night Special!

Go
Aggies!

(all you can eat,
weekends, 8-11 a.m.) f

$5

99

ALL YOU CAN EAT

o
ings
Sav 90!
$1.

Exp. 12/30/10

Steak and Shrimp every night of the week.

off
1 FREE Book, DVD or CD
No strings attached! One per customer.

t!
This Ou

170 0
S

outh

Main St.

FREE Appetizer

Breakfast Buffet

9

You Can’t
this One!

Bring your student
ID into Golden Corral
and receive 10% off
your meal. Any time,
Any Day!

Y8

BuyBuy
2 Entrees
& 2 Drinks
2 Entrees
a a
andGet
get

2044 N. Main St. Logan

HW

Expires
5/15/11

